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FOOTBALL d^OKS TO TAKE ON SVSU FOR FIRST PLAYOFF GAME

SVSU tops GV m fundraiser by $14,000
BY RYAN JARVI
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

attle of the Valleys is over,
and after counting up all the
donated money, Grand Val
ley State University fell short
again to Saginaw Valley State Uni
versity, bumping its losing streak
up to six years running.
Though the Lakers earned a vic
tory on the football field, SVSU

B

took the fundraising win with its
$25,185 effort, which more than
doubled GVSU’s $11,137. SVSU
has out-fundraised GVSU eight out
of the last 11 years that the battle
has taken place.
once
Though his university took the
loss, Ricardo Benavidez, GVSU’s
Student Senate president, said he
was still pleased with the effort.
“The fundraising effort this year

was nothing short of amazing,’
Benavidez said.“We raised $10,000
more than last year."
Some of that success could be at
tributed to the redesigned process
and the participation of the Laker
Traditions Team.
“The entire process has been
overhauled,” Benavidez said. “In
stead of assigning BOTV to one
or two senators and having them

plan the entire week—as was the
old practice—the Laker Traditions
Team really took the reins and col
laborated with the Student Senate.
The LTT really did the majority of
the leg work for this entire week.”
Alica Arnold from the LTT co
ordinated the events for the BOTV
week, which she started planning
months ago.
“Overall I am very happy with

how fundraising turned out,” she
said. “Numerous people have said
this is the most they’ve seen and
heard about BOTV. To me, this
year was a huge building year for
years to come.”
Arnold said she wasn’t sure
about plans for next year but was
confident that GVSU could double
what was raised this year.
SEE BOTV ON A3

A higher level
GV creates graduate program
lor school psychology, looks
to meet rising market demand

percent industry average but
higher than the projected
increase of all occupations
t its Nov. 1 meeting, across the nation at 14 per
Grand Valley State cent.
University’s Board of
Campbell said one of the
Trustees approved the ad main reasons for the short
dition of a graduate pro age in Michigan is because
gram in school psychology, there are only five gradu
a job market that’s expected ate psychology training
to show significant growth programs in the state. She
over the next decade.
added that she hopes the
Psychology
professor new GVSU program will
Amy Campbell will be the not only fill the void but also
director of the new pro shape students who will lead
gram. Campbell
the way in the
said that one
field of school
of the reasons
psychology.
for creating the
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was We wanted
ed to create a
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school psychol to create
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“We wanted
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to be able to PROFESSOR
said. “Students
address a com
will be able to
munity
need
gain expertise in
by training well-qualified important areas such as au
school psychologists and tism, school discipline and
also provide a graduate pro prevention of academic dif
gram for students in an area ficulties.”
that is in-demand,” Camp
The final reason that
bell said.
Campbell said drove her
According to the Bureau team to develop the gradu
of Labor Statistics, the job ate program was student in
market for psychologists terest. According to GVSU’s
is opening up not only in Office of Institutional Anal
Michigan, but also across ysis, the number of students
the nation. Average employ in the bachelor’s program
ment of psychologists in any of psychology has grown
field is expected to increase
15 percent over the past few
by 22 percent from 2010 to years. In 2009, there were
2020. School psychologists
are right in line with the 22
SEE PSYCH ON A2
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Making memories: University President Thomas Haas and Student Senate President Ricardo Benavidez toast the fall 2013
graduates during Monday night’s “Toast with T. Haas” downtown. The seniors took a moment to reflect on their time at GVSU.

RA SE YOUR GLASS

Graduating seniors toast with Haas to celebrate future

BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

n several weeks, seniors
graduating at the end of
the Fall 2013 semester
will receive their diplomas
and bid Grand Valley State
University adieu. A group of
these seniors gathered Mon
day to take a moment to re
member their time at GVSU
and toast with President
Thomas Haas in celebration
of completing their educa
tion.
“It’s a nervous time as we
anticipate what the future
will hold for us,” said Ricar
do Benavidez, president of
Student Senate. “Reflecting
on our time at Grand Valley,
think of all the things that
have changed. Take a mo
ment and think about all the

memories we’ve had.”
This toast with T. Haas
was the second installment
of the event that started last
year, and the university plans
to hold an event to toast the
seniors before every com
mencement, Benavidez said.
He encouraged the se
niors to think back on their
first Presidents’ Ball, the first
time they visited campus and
other memories including,
he joked, their first pendu
lum ride.
In a video played after
Benavidezs
introduction,
GVSU faculty, staff and fel
low students around campus
congratulated the graduat
ing seniors and wished them
luck in their future endeav
ors—including
Facilities
Services, the Alumni House,

the Career Center, as well alumni at this point in time,
as many other departments and what has kept them all
together was envisioning bet
around campus.
Haas said the seniors now ter future careers and possi
know what it really means to ble future families, Haas said.
“Our model is really
be a Laker because of the ex
periences they’ve had in their unique,” he said. “People
time at GVSU.
know
about
“You are all
Grand
Valley
and Lakers. We
leaders of great
character; you all
are
Americas
have experiences You are all
largest smallest
here that no one
university, and
I think there’s a
else has,” he said. leaders
lot in that. I am
“When I talk to of great
very proud to be
the
incoming
a part of it.”
first year stu character...
The seniors
dents, I tell them
THOMAS HAAS
will walk across
that they all have GVSU PRESIDENT
the stage in a
choices.
You
little more than
chose to come to
this university and I hope it two weeks, but Haas said all
of those graduating will still
was a good one for you.”
GVSU has almost 92,000 be Lakers for a Lifetime.

Green Team diverts trash after Laker games

BY ELLIE PHILLIPS

stream—more than 4,000 pounds of trash,”
said Kimberly Schoetzow, the graduate assis
hile most of the Grand Valley State tant for the Sustainable Community Devel
University
community
headed opment Initiative. “We may extend the zerohome to celebrate the Lakers’ win on waste initiative (to other games this year). We
Saturday, 12 volunteers from GV
are also expanding the program
SU’s Green Team stayed behind
to include indoor athletic events.”
to clean up Lubbers Stadium by
GVSU’s best ranking in the
composting and recycling waste
initiative last year was sixth place
left from the football game.
in the compostables division.
This year, GVSU implemented I am hoping
“We were competing with the
a zero-waste initiative at all of its that we will
best,” said Steve Leeser, Facilities
home football games after a suc
Service Operations supervisor.
cessful effort at last year’s Home have enough
“This year, we had volunteers at
coming game.
each home game rather than just
volunteers...
The volunteers removed 392
Homecoming. I am hoping that
pounds of recycling and 405 STEVE LEESER
we will have enough volunteers
pounds of compost from the sta FACILITIES SUPERVISOR
to cover every home game again
dium on Saturday. Only 245.5
next year.”
pounds of waste went to the landfill, resulting
This year, the university ranked second out
in a diversion rate of 76 percent.
of 62 institutions in waste minimization, with
“Overall this season, 144 volunteers from 0.057 pounds of waste diverted per person atseven student organizations collectively di
verted 71 percent of all waste from the landfill
SEE WASTE ON A2
EPHILLIPS@LANTHORN.COM

Conserve: Following GVSU’s zero-waste initiative, the Green Team works to recycle at every
home football game this year and diverted 71 percent of all waste from going into a landfill.
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efforts through next semes
ter and beyond.
CONTINUED FROM A1
“To come out No. 2 in all
tending the game.
divisions in this challenge is
The zero-waste initiative quite an accomplishment,”
was a joint effort between said Norman Christopher,
the
Facilities,
executive
di
Athletics
and
rector of the
Campus Dining
SCDI.
“There
departments, as
will
probably
well as the Of
be several in
There will...
fice of Student
door, zero-waste
Life and student be several
sports
events
groups
such
this winter, as
indoor zeroas the Student
well. More pizza
Environmental waste events. box
compost
Coalition, Farm
ing numbers are
Club, Alterna NORMAN CHRISTOPHER available, plus
SCDI DIRECTOR
a recent Keep
tive
Breaks,
Michigan Beau
Student Nurs
ing Association, Center for tiful award that GVSU re
Inquiry, English Society, ceived for the above efforts
PanHellenic Association and on zero waste and pizza box
Interfraternity Council and composting.”
For more information on
the Green Team.
The SCDI staff already the zero-waste results, visit
have ideas in the works to www.gamedaychallenge.org/
continue the sustainability results/waste-minimization.
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GV encourages group work
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

roup projects and col
laborative
learning
techniques are gradu
ally becoming more preva
lent in classrooms around
the nation, including those at
Grand Valley State University.
“Group work enables stu
dents to interact with each
other in dynamic ways that
aren’t achieved in quite the
same manner as in individ
ual assignments,” said Elise
Hollister of the biology de
partment. “Group work also
encourages students to help
each other solve problems
and helps foster effective
communication skills be
tween students. For students
that are more introverted, it
can be more difficult to com
municate with their peers.
Sometimes group work is as
sociated with some members
doing more work than oth
ers by doing more than their
fair share of the work, but
this prepares students for the
same outcome they will find
when they enter the work
force after graduation.”
The idea behind group
learning is to develop skills
that will become important
once students enter the job
market where joint efforts are
necessary. Though the posi
tives are clear enough, there
are also negatives behind this
new wave of learning.
“Group efforts in the class
room allow for a more com
prehensive understanding of
a subject,” said Ruth Meyering, professor in the mathe
matics department. “The only
problem is in the application.”

Unlike the profession
al setting of a job, school
groups lack the advantage of
a common workplace, sched
ule and defined roles and
responsibilities. In a profes
sional setting, partners meet
and work together as part of
their job in the convenience
of their workplace, a privi
lege many college students
find hard to come by.
“Having to work with
other students who are on a
varied version of your own
busy schedule is almost im
possible,” said Janae Janca,
a sophomore at GVSU. “We
are going to college to be the
best that we can be, and the
added stress of group work is
unnecessary.”
Despite logistical difficul
ties, studies have shown that
this type of collective learning
has positive effects on mate
rial retention and overall suc
cess. It helps break complex
tasks into parts and steps,
teaches methods to plan and
organize time, and helps im
prove communication skills
that will become useful in any
professional setting.
“Group work is beneficial
because once students grad
uate, they may have a job
that requires joint effort to
accomplish tasks,” freshman
Tyler Tester said. “Working
with others is a skill that you
will need no matter where
you go in life.”
Enforced and used in early
education as a way to teach
students to get along with
others, the idea of group work
is taught to students through
out their developing years.
When looking toward

their professional futures,
the idea of how well an indi
vidual can communicate and
work with peers becomes
increasingly important since
interpersonal skills and ef
fective communication are
critical for most jobs.
“Incorporating
group
work promotes individual ef
fective communication skills,
interpersonal skills, leader
ship and trouble shooting
skills, to name just a few,”
Hollister said. “I can see why
GVSU is promoting group
work as a component in
many courses. It fosters skills
in students that are critical to

employment.
However, with possibili
ties such as online education
and home schooling, this
idea of stressing the impor
tance of working as a team
seems harder to incorporate
into education.
“In theory, it is a wonder
ful idea,” Meyering said. “In
a world where we are becom
ing more and more isolated
by technology, were losing
touch with the idea of collab
oration. Students are becom
ing more and more apt to do
ing things by themselves and
they’re not used to having to
work with others.”

NEWS

BRIEFS
Campus Dining to introduce compostable cups
Campus Dining has joined with Pepsi to put fully composta
ble cups in cafeterias on campus. Grand Valley State Univer
sity is the third university in the nation to have fully com
postable cups. The cups are made from renewable sources
and manufactured using two-thirds of the energy used to
make non-compostable cups. Manufactured in the U.S., the
new cups are part of GVSU's sustainability initiatives.
Noted author to speak at Hauenstein Center lecture
Grand Valley State University's Hauenstein Center for Presi
dential Studies, along with other sponsors, will host noted
presidential author and Forbes columnist Amity Shlaes to
night. Shlaes's lecture will present a provocative examina
tion of Calvin Coolidge and the growth that the nation saw
under his leadership. The lecture will also discuss the quali
ties the 30th president had that could help today's politi
cians. Shlaes will speak at 7 p.m. at the Gerald R. Ford Presi
dential Museum.
Rapid Bus Service to host input session for Laker Line
Grand Valley State University students, faculty and staff who
are interested in improving the bus service between Allen
dale and Grand Rapids will be able to give their input today.
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986 students enrolled, and
as of this fall, there are a total
of 1,133.
Campbell said that al
though the graduate program
will not directly affect the
current undergraduate pro
gram, it will be beneficial to
all undergraduate students to
have a graduate program on
campus.
According to the BLS, the
median annual wage of clini
cal, counseling and school
psychologists as of May 2010
was $66,810, which was
slightly below the average
for all psychologist positions
at $68,640. On average, psy
chology jobs in 2010 still re
ceived higher compensation
than the average of all occu
pations in the country, which
was $33,840.

The GVSU program is
full-time and will require 66
credits to graduate. For the
first two years, students will
be enrolled in graduate class
es in both the psychology de
partment and the College of
Education, as well as engaged
in practicum hours at local
schools. During the third
year of the program, students
will have a full-time intern
ship in an actual school.
The psychology depart
ment will begin accepting
applications for the program
in January 2014, and the
program will begin next fall.
Each year, the psychology
department will accept a new
group of students to begin
the program in the fall.
If students are interest
ed in enrolling in the new
graduate program, Campbell
asked that they contact her at
campbeam@gvsu.edu.

From noon to 2 p.m., representatives from The Rapid bus
service will be in the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Cen
ter for a hands-on interactive input session. Transit experts
will be at the drop-in sessions to explain how technological
advancements can improve the way students travel around
Grand Rapids. Free refreshments will be provided.
Disability Advocates to host Awareness Fair
The Disability Awareness Fair will be held tomorrow from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. in 2215 Kirkhof Center. The fair will teach stu
dents about different disabilities and how they affect people.
Disabilities to be discussed include ADD/ADHD, visual im
pairment, Tourette Syndrome, dyslexia and more.The event
is hosted by the Disability Advocates of Grand Valley and is
LIB 100-approved.
Author to discuss underground press, alternative media
John McMillian, historian and author, will speak at Grand
Valley State University on the importance of alternative me
dia. McMillian, professor of history at Georgia State Univer
sity, will also discuss the origin of alternative media in the
underground press of the 1960s.The event is hosted by Ad
vocates for Journalism and will take place tomorrow from 2
p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Loosemore Foundation Forum of the L.
William Seidman Center.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Arctic events return to GV

Honors students host games played by natives in Arctic regions

Cold weather preparation: Honors students in the junior seminar “In Search of Meaning of Games in Life: A Journey to the Circimpolar World” will teach students and community members how to play between 15 and 20 games traditionally played by indigeneous cultures in the Arctic region. Live reindeer will also be present at the event for students to interact with and enjoy, j

BY ERIN GROGAN
EGROGAN@LANTHORN.COM

Grand Valley State University Honors
class will bring the Arctic to campus
on Friday as it hosts an exhibition of
games found within indigenous cultures in
the Arctic region for its second year.
Students from the Honors junior seminar
class, “In Search of Meaning of Games in
Life: A Journey to the Circumpolar World,”
will demonstrate and teach between 15 and
20 different games to students and the sur
rounding community. Professor John Kilbourne of the movement science depart
ment teaches the class and will be running
the event.
“We learn by doing,” Kilbourne said. “I
can’t teach about games and not have stu
dents involved.”

Chloe Zdybel is a student in the class that said. “They are physically challenging and
will host the games. She and her classmates really fun.”
Other games at the exhibition will in
will be working to set up and run a variety
clude the musk ox wrestle, har
of Arctic jumping games. These
pooning, blanket toss and high
include jump rope, kneel jump
and sledge-jump.
kick. Students will also have tra
ditional dolls, board games and
“Traditionally, the sledgegames using animal bones.
jump involves jumping over They are
“Some of the games are ones
wooden hurdles covered in cari
that (Kilbourne) talked about
bou hides and blankets,” Zdybel physically
in class,” said Jordan Luberto,
said. In the kneel jump, partici challenging
another student involved. “We
pants start on their knees and
and really fun had to look up others online and
jump as far forward onto their
watch videos.”
feet as they can.
JOHN KILBOURNE
The two different cultures
“I want to go back and learn PROFESSOR
represented at the event are
about the deeper meaning of
the Inuit and Sami cultures.
games: that they are linked to
survival and rehearsal skills,” Kilbourne The Inuit are indigenous to the Arctic re

gion of Canada, and the Sami are native to!
Scandinavia. These cultures are the ones'
that will be represented because they are;
the two Kilbourne has centered his class;
around.
.
J
Along with the games, live reindeer prou
vided by GG Reindeer Farm in Caledonia^
Mich, will be present, as reindeer racing is i?
part of Sami culture, Kilbourne said.
The event was funded through a collab-;
orative effort by the Honors College, Student
Services and a grant from the Padnos Inter-i
national Center.
The exhibition of the Arctic games will be
held Nov. 22 from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. near
the Cook Carillon Clock Tower on the Afc
lendale campus. There is no cost to particle
pate in the games.
Z

GV continues to honor indigenous culture!

Native American film discussion shows thriving culture in today's-society

BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM

tudents and community members gath
ered at Grand Valley State University’s
Loosemoore Auditorium Tuesday to
watch a documentary and discuss with a pan
el how Native American culture and tradition
are still thriving today.
The Office of Multicultural Affairs spon
sored the event as part of Native American
Heritage Month. The film, called “Our Fires
Still Burn: The Native American Experience,”
is a recently completed documentary that in
cludes interviews with many Native Ameri
cans, who emphasize the importance of keep
ing their culture alive.
Audrey Geyer, the film’s executive pro
ducer and director, is also the founder of Vi
sions, a nonprofit video production company
in Detroit. Geyer said her goal in creating the
film was “to understand more about Native
American culture” and show where they are
today.
“It’s an important minority population
that is so rarely understood or heard,” she
said. “I was hoping people would not only
learn about native history and culture but
would also learn about their own spiritual
ity or identity.”
The film highlights the history of the na
tive peoples in the U.S., calling mainstream
society’s treatment of them the “American
Keeping the past alive: The Office of Multicultural Affairs sponsors events for Native American Heritage Month. Students and community
Holocaust.” Many Native Americans have lost members gathered Tuesday to watch a documentary that emphasized the importance of keeping the Native American culture alive.
their identities through the loss of their cul
them.” In this way, the children began to lose non-Natives alike in order to raise awareness tage and relearning traditional dances, song£
ture, especially their language and traditions.
their
language and culture, essentially strip about Native American culture and its signifi ceremonies and languages, which are esseid
One example the film showed was board
Z
cance. There is also a need to rise above mis tial to a people’s survival.
ping
them
of their Native identities.
ing schools. Native American children were
“Our
Fires
Still
Burn”
also
addressed
thS
conceptions
and
cultural
stereotypes,
such
as
Despite
the
history
of
violence
and
oppres
often forcibly removed from their homes and
taken to these schools, where they would be sion, “we’re still here,” said one Native man the idea that all Native Americans are wealthy social problems among the Native American;
taught how to blend in with white America. in the film. The film highlighted the need because of casinos. These false beliefs should
SEE CULTURE ON Al
The goal was to “educate the Indian out of to educate future generations of Natives and be combated by taking pride in cultural heri
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What you can do to help the Fall Breather pass

BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHERCiLANTHORN.COM

Last month, the University
Academic Senate (UAS)
vetoed the Student Senates
proposal to instate a Fall
Break. In lieu of this veto,
Dean Antczak of the College
of Liberal Sciences (CLAS)
is advocating for a "Fall
-Breather.” During this
Breather, professors would
be encouraged not to assign
homework the weekend
before the drop deadline.
The logistics of the Breather
are further explored in Sarah
Hillenbrands article, “Take a
fall breather.”
Why do I think the Fall

Breather plan is a good one?
Because the eleven weeks
between Labor Day break
and Thanksgiving Break hit
students with an unrelenting
wave of exams, essays, and
semester projects. Asa
student, its easy to get caught
in the undertow of academic
production around this time
and feel only as valuable as the
grades you receive.
For first year and
non-traditional students
unaccustomed to the
demands of Academia,
this constant rigor can
cause side-effects like
hopelessness, apathy, and
burn-out. This stress often
transfers over from mind to
body, impacting students'
immune systems during
a time period where “ain’t
nobody got time” to be sick.
A humanitarian institution
such as the university
would do well to consider
the physical and emotional

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THINK GROUP
WORK IS VALUABLE?

needs of its students by
implementing a break.
Here, the argument
transcends a bunch of lazy
college students vying
for a weekend to spend
some quality time with
their neglected Netflix
accounts. Rather, I argue
that if true engagement
with learning is the end
goal of education, then
overworking students may
not be the best way to meet
this end.
The Fall Breather could
be one small step toward
curbing student burn-out
The theory here is that given a
hiatus, students will return to
their studies rejuvenated. By
piloting the Fall Breather in
upcoming years, instructors
will be able to analyze
whether or not a stress-free
weekend influences retention
rates and student enthusiasm.
So, you may ask, what can
students do to advocate for

VALLEY VOTE
Do you think departments
seriously consider end-ofsemester evaluations?

YES - 47%
"Group work is important be
cause it helps build life skills;
however, ones grade should
not depend on a group."

ALSATIA LOHR
Sophomore
English
Leslie, Mich.

"I believe group work can be
valuable because you are able
to get different viewpoints
and understandings of certain
topics. Other people may know
things you do not."
MORGAN PAYMENT
Sophomore
Radiation Therapy
Monroe, Mich.

"I think it's really important. Ev
eryone has different strengths
and weaknesses, and if you can
come to understand those, a
group can function really well.
Everyone can bring something
different to the table."
JEREMIAH CAMERON
Junior
Psychology
Lansing, Mich.

the Fall Breather?
Well, its all about student
and faculty culture. Dean
Antczak proposed the Fall
Breather to the CLAS Faculty
Council, whom he reported
unanimously voted to give
the Breather a pilot run. That
being said, other colleges and
departments have the choice
whether or not to join the
bandwagon. The Breather is
a grassroots movement, or
nothing at all.
The change toward a Fall
Breather then must be seeded
by dialogue between students
and faculty. The Student
Senate has expressed desire
to push for the Fall Breather.
Students can support the
endeavors of their senators by
visiting their office hours and
asking how to best help out.
Furthermore, studentrun academic organizations
can help the movement by
coordinating with faculty
members within their

NO - 53%

departments. Faculty
members can discuss the
possibilities of a homeworkfree weekend with their
colleagues and administrators.
Another option comes to
students through the example
of past controversies, such as
gender-neutral housing, where
success was only secured by
means of student protest.
If you support the
movement, but don't have
the time to protest or visit
office hours, I advocate for
an email barrage. There is no
more American practice than
protesting behind a computer
screen. Nevertheless, wellworded emails sent to the
right person can be effective
in high quantities. You can
even send your response
letters to our Lanthorn staff.
Often the standards set by
university culture are nearly
hegemonic, unchallenged
by students and faculty
members alike. Its easy

to slip into the mindset
which accepts the system
as “the way things are,”
but the truth is, there are
opportunities to challenge
the status quo, especially in
Academia, which claims to
value independent thinking.
We ought not merely accept
the system handed to us,
especially if this system’s
standards are antithetical to
the needs of true learning.
That being said, Dean
Antczak and the Student
Senate cannot enact change
on their own. It took Student
Senators several years to pass
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
holiday, which we celebrated
last Winter. Change will be
slow unless students and
faculty work hard to advocate
for their needs.
“The burden of proof,”
Antczak says, “lies on those
who want change. Here’s
a chance to take up that
burden.”
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Is group work more beneficial
than it is detrimental?
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by Hannah

EDITORIAL

LEAVE ME ALONE
Professors may find value in group work, but hard-working students generally don't.
t most universities, including

than the classroom. We’re convinced that
Grand Valley State University,
the uneven work distribution is amplified
in college—becoming one person doing
many courses require group work
virtually all of the work. This has negative
for projects, papers, research and presenta
consequences for all involved.
tions. While on the surface this may seem
As far as this learning experience goes,
like great practice for future employment,
how are hard workers supposed to develop
some students have found group work to be
delegation or cooperation tactics? Upon
counterproductive and detrimental to their
entering the workplace, they will probably
success. Not only do their grades suffer
from unreliable partners, but their health
be accustomed to taking on “group” projects
takes a hit from the stress of coordinating a
alone, which may inhibit their professional
teamwork skills. Perhaps coworkers will frown
project—and often taking responsibility for
upon these overeager college graduates, who
the entire thing.
only wish to accomplish their assigned tasks
Many professors justify group work by
noting that all careers require some element
without being slowed by slackers.
And how does this set-up prepare col
of cooperation. But workplace group work
is presumably different than college group
lege leeches for workplace group work? If
work, and the skills learned in the class
they come to find that their work is always
room probably aren’t the skills needed or
completed for them or they don’t learn to
desired in the workplace.
take responsibility for their assignments,
For instance, while incompetence exists
they’ll likely bring this same attitude to their
everywhere, the workplace probably sees a
employers. These aren’t the “Lakers for a
lesser degree of laziness and irresponsibility
Lifetime” we want associated with our brood.

A

While it’s true that group work does help
students learn to interact professionally
with their peers—that is, if group members
bother to show up for meetings—there are
better ways group skills could be learned.
For instance, instead of a large project that
counts for a big portion of the final grade,
professors could have in-class activities in
groups or with partners that count as part
of participation. This way, students have the
chance to work with many students in their
classes by choosing different peers for each
activity, and there is less pressure for hard
workers to take over and fewer opportuni
ties for others to slack off.
Perhaps there are other ways to attain
cooperation skills. Maybe there are bet
ter methods to teach responsibility and
accountability that allow for professor
monitoring. Until we determine what these
alternatives are, we have to discourage class
room group work. As far as we know, it’s
not the healthiest for college development.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I MARELGUIJ BRIONES

"To share ideas can explore
your own strengths and weak
nesses. To work on leadership
skills and communication
skills."

KELSEY LAVALLEY
Junior
Athletic Training
Hartland, Mich.

"I think working together in a
group setting helps you learn
what you are capable of as
a leader, a co-worker and an
individual learner."

HEATHER PIETRZAK
Junior
Athletic Training
Brighton, Mich.

The world has ended.You're in charge. Go.

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthom's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs The content information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other readergenerated content can be submitted

to the Grand Valley Lanthom’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@>lanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
indude the author’s full name and
relevant tide along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and art not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthorn outside
of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at tditona)#lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRANO VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
Well listen.
editorial @ lanthorn.com

BY KEVIN JOFFRE
KJOFFRE @ LANTHORN.COM

In light of the Hunger
Games: Catching Fire
coming out this week, and
the overall fascination that
our generation has with
post - apocalyptic/dystopian
storytelling, I’ve decided
that GVSU should offer
a class next year entitled
“Post - Apocalyptic/Dysto
pian Studies.”
As I envision it, the
class wouldn’t be restricted
to literature, or even film.
Instead, it would serve as an
inter-disciplinary training
course for surviving an event
of apocalyptic proportions.
It would ask students to con
sider the following scenario:
“The world has ended, and
you and your classmates are
charged with surviving and
forming a new society. What
do you do?”

For the first step, the
class would collaboratively
research a variety of survival
skills, including the methods
for building and starting
a fire (with a limited store
of matches and lighters),
hunting or gathering food
(including plant an animal
identification), construct
ing shelters from natural
resources, and providing
basic health care. These skills
would not remain strictly
theoretical, however; part
of their grade would be a
practicum that asks them to
demonstrate some of these
skills (in a safe and controlled
environment. We don’t want
to set the Ravines on fire).
The second part of the
assignment requires students
to construct a new society.
Consequently, they have the
ability to choose the extent
to which their new society
reflects our current one. Is
democracy the best govern
ment style when faced with
day-to-day doubts about
survival? What sort of leader
ship emerges? What is the
first priority for the leader
ship? What ethical codes and
societal norms are acceptable

in the new society? No doubt,
students will find some topics
contentious, even divisive.
But in their exploration of
these anthropological issues,
they will be encouraged to
engage in historical research
to find out what past societies
have done when faced with
devastating events. They will
constantly be asked to reflect
on the state of their society by
identifying its strengths and
anticipating areas of conflict.
As a subset of the second
part of the assignment, stu
dents will be asked to relate
their major (or area of inter
est) to the culture that is be
ing formed by answering the
following question: “How
can your major be useful
while constructing this new
society?” For example, a
political science student may
become a political advisor
to the leadership, a physi
cal education student may
become a hunter or scout,
and an English major may
be charged with preserving
the most important books
of our culture. By answering
this question, students will
learn the historical roles of
their major in a culture, as

well as the flexibility and
interconnectedness of their
majors. Of course, no one
is boxed-in by their major;
a biology student is just as
likely as a education student
to task themselves with
teaching future generations.
As a result, students may
recognize that their identity
outside of their major can
help them find the most
rewarding role in society.
“Post-Apocalyptic/Dys
topian Studies” would no
doubt capture the imagina
tion of students, but it would
also have some practical
applications. For example, it
would help students develop
skills such as leadership,
critical thinking, and conflict
resolution. It would also pro
vide the imminent desire to
study the patterns of history
to see how past cultures have
dealt with similar circum
stances. Finally, it would al
low students to reflect more
deeply on our own contem
porary society, especially the
aspects that they currently
take for granted.
And hey, if the world real
ly did end, maybe they would
be equipped to survive.
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Wishing you an ugly Christmas

GV GrooVe presents third annual ugly sweater holiday concert joined by Hope College's Luminescence
BY CHANON CUMMINGS
CCUMMINGS@LANTHORN.COM

ne of Grand Valley State University’s
A Cappella groups, GrooVe, is
presenting its third annual Ugly
Sweater Concert on Nov. 22 in the Cook*
DeWitt Center.
Jacob Sackleh, the group’s business
manager, said the students work hard
to organize themselves for this concert
and work even harder to prepare for it
musically.
With a passion for vocal performance,
GrooVe has performed concerts at the
conclusions of both the fall and winter
semesters for the past several years.
' We perform our entire repertoire at
this concert, whereas we only perform a
few songs at other gigs,” music director
Nick Ciliak said. “This year, we also have
Luminescence, a female A Cappella group
from Hope College, as a special guest at
the concert.”
The group rehearses for five hours
every week, and the members arrange
all of the sheet music for the songs that
they perform. Learning and perfecting
the music takes a lot of effort, but it’s fun,
Sackleh said, adding that they come up
with their own choreography, which adds
to the performance.
“Preparing for a concert is a lot of work,
but the Ugly Sweater Concert is so much
fun for us, as well as for the audience,” said
Beth Brown, logistics coordinator. “Once
we’re on stage doing what we love, it’s a
blast.”
Taking it all in while performing is the
best part, Sackleh said.
“Nothing beats the feeling of performing
and seeing the final product, knowing you Slng-off: Grand Valley State University A Cappella group GrooVe performs during the 2012 Presidents’ Ball. GrooVe will be teaming up with
gave everything you had for the concert,” Hope College A Cappella group Luminescence for its third annual Ugly Sweater Concert. In past years, a large audience came to the concert.
he said.
amplification for the sole purpose of exceeded capacity, and last spring, the to share our music with as many people as
This year’s concert provides A Cappella making sure we are heard by everyone in group also ran out of space in Cook- possible while also maintaining a level of
music, food and decorations, including a attendance at our concerts.”
quality in our performance.”
DeWitt, Sackleh said.
Christmas tree and ornaments.
For more information, visit the “Events”
Last year, the Ugly Sweater Concert
“We want people to enjoy our music
“We perform all of our music A was held in the Grand River Room and just as much as we do,” he said. “We want page on the GVSU website.
Cappella,” he said. “We use sound

O

CULTURE
CONTINUED FROM A3
people, especially on reservations. One interviewee
said Native Americans have high numbers of teen suicide,
pregnancy and imprisonment. He attributed this to the
“disconnect with our culture.”
Levi Rickert, editor-in-chief for Native News Network,
was the producer of “Our Fires Still Burn.” He said he was
“proud to be part of it” because of what the film does for
Native people like himself.
“It is so important for us to tell our stories because we
know what the other guy has done to us,” Rickert said.
1 Ui.j Ol *
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“We have some really strong messages that need to be out
there.”
He also stressed the importance of teaching people
about Native American history, especially because the
American education system is “still failing to accurately
teach what Natives are all about.”
Rickert added that the media is not much better. Often,
major news outlets will not report on happenings in the
Native community.
In addition to keeping their culture alive, Native
Americans can combat problems through telling their
stories and using media outlets like the Native News Net
work, which is a Website dedicated to preserving Native

Kinch said a portion of the money raised
will address some internal factors that need
CONTINUED FROM A1
to be taken care of to support a future ex
All the expenses for BOTV events and pansion the organization hopes to make.
T-shirts were covered so that the total
“After that, the majority of the money
funds raised could be donated.
is going to go to more camps in the sur
“None of the donations are spent to cov rounding area,” he said.
er the costs of the fundraising,” Benavidez
Kinch said his most memorable moment
said. “The way we cover the shirts with the of BOTV was during the Jail n’ Bail event.
bookstore is that we charge $10 but receive
“It was just very humbling to see so much
only $6 from each purchase. That covers effort placed into BOTV and to know that
the taxes and the printing/ship
everyone was trying to raise
ping costs for the shirts.”
money for SPORTS,” he said.
This year, GVSU chose
“It has been a passion of mine
to donate to the nonprofit
for quite some time now to see
SPORTS (Students Providing
this take off, and to just take a
Opportunities and Recreation It has been
moment to step back and see so
Through Sports), an organiza a passion of
many people getting involved
tion run by GVSU student Ty
really made me feel like I was
mine
for
quite
ler Kinch.
accomplishing my dream.”
“We were not concerned some time...
One key value of SPORTS is
about the amount raised be
to pay it forward, Kinch said,
cause anything helps,” Kinch TYLER KINCH
which is a way for people to
said. “The bigger win for us is SPORTS DEVELOPER
help others accomplish their
that our organization has been
dreams.
the huge promotions to so many people
“So many people have dreams but they
over the past couple weeks. So the support do not act on them for whatever reason is
from GVSU and all that they have done holding them back,” he said. “We should
has really helped us spread the word. To go to bed at night knowing that we did
be a mentor to children is something that everything we possibly could to live the
money cannot purchase, and that has been perfect day, whatever that may be for each
a huge success for us to have GVSU help individual.”
spread that idea.”

language and culture.
“The portrayal of Indians in the media is really dis
mal,” Rickert said. “It’s important that Native media puts
the pressure on.”
Geyer agreed that people need to do their own research
and look at the world with a critical eye.
“We all have to think about what we’re reading or
watching,” she said. “Don’t let it be spoon-fed to us. Don’t
take things at face-value. We need to evaluate and ques
tion things more.”
For more information about the film, visit http://www.
ourfiresstillburn.com/.
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GV seniors perform final dance recital

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

we will market our show
and budget,” dancer Lenox
Napolitan said.
The students have been
working on this project
all semester, some even
during the summer before
school started. They have
choreographed pieces for
themselves and also for group
performances.
While the recital has taken
a large amount of energy to
produce, the students are
excited to perform.
“I had an amazing time
creating a dance for my cast,
and I cannot wait to show
what I created to people,”
dancer Carley Klebba said.
Napolitan said she wants
students to understand the
amount of work that has gone
Final showcase: This semester’s graduating dance majors practice their pieces for the final recital, which will showcase
into this production.
the skills and knowledge learned during their time at Grand Valley State University.
“Students should come
The entire recital is planned,
BY AUDRA GAMBLE
“We are showcasing our work
to the senior show to have a
AGAMBLE@LANTHORN.COM
as seniors that we have worked choreographed and performed by better understanding of how much
hard for during our college career,” the students.
work, time, and commitment the
his semester’s graduating
“We all have the responsibility seniors and their dancers put into
Dance
majors
will
be dancer Bre Ratkowiak said. “Every
performing their final recital semester, graduating seniors put on to create every detail that goes every performance,” Napolitan
on Friday and Saturday as part of this show to show their work and into making a dance performance, said. “Its not only our talent but our
including light design, music, how education.”
knowledge that they have learned.”
their capstone class.

T

As these students begin the path
to figuring out life after graduation,
this is one of their last opportunities
to perform in front of the GVSU
community.
“Dance has become a part of
my identity,” Napolitan said. “It
is something I have always done
and something I will always do.
Dance allows me to express myself.
Without having to speak, you can
see the emotion through my body.”
Admission to the recital is free,
but donations are accepted. There
will be a reception following the
Saturday performance.
“My favorite part of dancing is
the fulfillment I get from being able
to share my artistry and passion
with others,” Klebba said. “I have
loved performing since I was a
child, but as an adult I now get
enjoyment from sharing my love of
dance with others. There is nothing
in the world that can compare to
bringing an audience member to
tears through the movement you
are performing for them.”
The final dances will be held in
the Performing Arts Center room
1600 at 8 p.m.

Photo seniors reminisce on colorful journey

SOC presents unique photography showcase with colored artwork from small class
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
SPENDOWSKI@LANTHORN.COM

or some graduating
seniors, finals aren’t the
only hurtle to overcome.
Seniors in the photography
department
must
also
prepare exhibitions.
Ten
seniors—Zachary
Campbell, Ashley Kuntz,
Heather
Mertz,
Jessica
Monroe,
Felicia
Moses,
Alexianna Mundy, Olivia
Nevius,
Trisha
Piszcek,
Amanda Smiley and Kelsey
Steinhauser—graduate from
the photography department

this fall. The below-average
class size assisted in creating
the one-of-a-kind exhibit,
“The Emerging Allegory.”
“The Emerging Allegory’
is basically about our travels
and our journeys that have
gotten us this far,” Kuntz
said. “I don’t think there is
one piece of artwork in there
that doesn’t have some sort of
meaning of our own journey.”
The students not only
receive the opportunity
to showcase their work in
the GVSU Art Gallery, but
they also to learn how to

put together a professional
exhibition. Students split
up to complete personal
relations, advertising and
construction work for the
exhibit.
For many of the students,
the exhibition is the first
time they will see their work
on display. Due to the small
class size, they are able to
showcase more of their work.
“This year, we have people
putting up, like if you have a
large image, four or five, but
most of us have six to eight,”
Kuntz said. “It is nice because

we can actually lay out our
work to make it the strongest
instead of giving people the
sneak peek of what could be.
It makes our work stronger
because we can show people
everything that we want to
instead of having to decide
between 20 images if we are
only showing three.”
The small class size isn’t
the only element to set
this group apart. All of the
photographs in the showcase
are in full color.
“This year, we don’t
even have any black and

white images; straight up
everything is color, so it is
unusual,” Kuntz said. “It is
funny because when I first
came to Grand Valley, my
first class with all of these
people was color printing,
so it is kind of ironic because
I met all of them at Grand
Valley in color class.”
The colorful art pieces
range from self-portraits to
construction paper art to
doors. All the photographs
hold
power
in
one’s
interpretation, Moses said.
On Nov. 21, the students

hold a reception to interact
with peers and people in the
community. The reception is
an opportunity for people to
see the students’ work but also
for students to hear others’
perception of their work.
The free reception from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. is open to the
public. However, the exhibit
will be open from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. until Dec. 7.
“It’s kind of everything
we’ve learned put together,”
Moses said. “It is a kind of
example of what we do outside
school after graduation.”

Review: Holocaust play sheds light on lasting effects but lacks clarity
'Kindertransport' reminds attendees of parents' hardships in sending children away
depicted.
The stage has a singular,
never-changing
set, so the
or some, the Holocaust
different
time
periods
play out
has become little more
with the same backdrop. For
than a series of facts to
be remembered for exams. the most part, the different
time periods are represented
“Kindertransport,” a play
on
opposite sides of the
presented by the Grand
stage, but this isn’t always
Valley State University theater
consistent, making it difficult to
department, re-humanizes the
immediately understand which
Holocaust by depicting the
time
period a scene was set in.
lasting effects it could have
Perhaps the most confusing
had on not just an individual
aspect of the play is the
but on an entire family.
character of the Ratcatcher.
The play follows the story
Similar to the Pied Piper,
of a 9-year-old girl named
the Ratcatcher is a fictional
Eva who was shipped from
character that looms in the
Germany to England in the
background of every scene. The
Kindertransport. This was
only character that is aware of
an effort by the British to
his presence is young Eva.
save children from Germany,
It can be fairly distracting to
Czechoslovakia and Austria
look
over on the other side of
after Kristallnacht, the Night of
the
stage
and see young Eva in a
Broken Glass.
chair with the Ratcatcher, in all
The play switches back and
his caped glory, hunched over
forth from the girl as a young
the back of the chair, as if he is
child to the same character as a
both
protecting and preying on
grown adult with a daughter of
her.
her own. This juxtaposition of
Only at the end of the play,
past and present shows a more
when
the rabbi who speaks
complex, real version of the
afterward
points it out, is it
pain induced by the Holocaust.
clear that the Ratcatcher is
While the inclusion of the
intended as a metaphor for
older version of the main
the
ever-present force that is
character is appreciated, some
anti-Semitism.
However, the
of the choices the production
interactions with the Ratcatcher
made leave the audience with
and young Eva make the
a headache after spending the
relationship seem more similar
first half of the play figuring
to
that of a creepy neighbor,
out who the characters are
a
Boo
Radley-like character.
and what time period is being
BY AUDRA GAMBLE

AGAMBLE@LANTHORN.COM

F

The metaphor could Tie much
clearer.
The play is set in England as
well as a bit in Germany, and the
actors do a commendable job of
keeping up their accents for the
location they are representing.
The actress that plays the young
Eva even has multiple lines in
German.
However, there were a few
moments in which the actors
would slip out of their accents,
drawing the audience out of the
scene for just a brief moment.
Some of the most emotional
scenes in the play are flashbacks
that the older Eva had of herself
speaking to her biological
mother after the war is over.
When these dramatic scenes
occur, the lighting abruptly
changes to a sickly green.
The green hue emphasizes
the break with reality
happening during those scenes.
Like the green light at the
end of the dock in The Great
Gatsby, neither Gatsby nor Eva
cannot reconnect with their
past lives.
The most powerful moments
in the play are not the ones with
dramatic lighting, however. The
true power of this play resides
in the brief lines that show just
how deeply the Holocaust and
Kindertransport changed the
lives of those involved.
Eva’s German mother asking
what they will do without their

daughter there at TPassover
to ask the four questions
traditionally asked by the
youngest child of a family is a
heart-wrenchng reminder of
the pain parents went through
when choosing to send their
children away without them.
The play is heavy with
emotion, and none of that
emotion is superficial. The
characters and story lend
themselves to a deeper
consideration of historical
events on a personal level.
This is aided by incredibly
complex female characters.
“Kindertransport” passes the
Bechdel test, a test to see if
two female characters hold a
conversation about anything
other than a man, with flying
colors.
GVSU’s “Kindertransport”
was a well-thought out
production, with a strong
cast. Its plot could have been
made clearer and easier for the
audience to understand, but
the play is worth the time it
takes to decipher, particularly
if a deeper and more personal
understanding of the
repercussions of the Holocaust
is desired.
The play will be showing
for its final weekend on Nov.
21 and 23. Show times and
ticket information may be
Passing time: Mallory Caillaud-Jones plays Eva. the
found at www.gvsu.edu/
main
character of "Kindertransport,” showing her
theatre.
both as a child and an adult.
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Running Club to host
Turkey Trot
With Thanksgiving right
around the corner, it's time for
fat turkeys, backyard football
games, and of course, the year
ly localTurkeyTrot.
The fourth annual Grand ValleyTurkeyTrot will take place on
Nov. 23, hosted by the Grand
Valley Running Club.
Like the previous years, all
the profits from the race will
be donated to Kids Food Bas
ket, an organization that helps
fight childhood hunger in West
Michigan. The race fee is $22
until the day of the race, when
the price rises to $27. There are
plenty of raffle prizes, medals
for participants, and commem
orative pint glasses for awards
given to the first three in each
age group.
This year, added to the hype
of the event will be a band
made up of Grand Valley Run
ning Club members, led by
member Aaron Moore
"It will be called Running
Riot," Moore said. "A rocking,
running band will be perform
ing during the race."
The Running Club has been
preparing for this event for
months, gathering sponsors,
perfecting the course and prop
ping for its biggest charity event
yet. Over 200 participants have
already committed to the race
on GVSU's Allendale campus.
"We are at a 30% participa
tion increase from last year al
ready I" Turkey Trot coordinator
Michelle Croad said.
Croad's goal was to beat
last year's 160 participants,
and with the numbers of par
ticipants rising daily, she is re
lieved that all their hard work
on the event is paying off.
Registration for the Turkey
Trot is in the Kirkhof Center
on Nov. 22 or online at www.
michianatiming.com/registration/.

Women's hockey goes
2-1 in Rhode Island
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity women's club hockey
team posted a 2-1 record at the
Rhode Island Showcase over
the weekend at the Brad Boss
Ice Arena in Kingston, R.l.
GVSU (7-2) began the week
end with a 4-2 victory against
the University of Vermont.
Senior forward Alisha Day
scored the eventual game-win
ning goal with 74^6 to play in
the third as the Lakers held on
after recording a 46-22 edge in
shots on goal.
Sophomore forward Stacey
Mathieu led the way with two
goals and an assist two days
later when GVSU bested North
eastern University 3-1. She fin
ished the weekend with a teamhigh five points.
The stat line showed an im
pressive performance from se
nior goalie Karen Sloboda, who
made 37 saves in the victory.
The Lakers lost a 2-1 heartbreaker in their final game of
the event on Sunday against
the University of Rhode Island,
which hosted the event with
three wins and no losses.
Senior forward Kristen lannuzzi's scored the lone goal for
GVSU in the first but Rhode Is
land rallied with a pair of thirdperiod goals.
GVSU will compete in a
home-and-home set with Dav
enport University this week
end, starting at the Georgetown
Ice Arena on Friday at 8 p.m.

Heads In the game: Grand Valley State University senior Luther Ware runs down Saginaw Valley State Univeristy quarterback Jonathon Jennings. By defeating
the Cardinals, the Lakers advanced to the playoffs and will face SVSU for the second week in a row at Lubbers Stadium, where GVSU is 7-0.

LET'S DO IT AGAIN

Lakers prepare to face Cardinals again for first round of playoffs
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

ead coach Matt Mitchell and his No. 22
ranked Grand Valley State University foot
ball team have found themselves in a unique
situation.
They just defeated No. 21 Saginaw Valley State
University (9-2, 9-1 GLLAC) last week, but they
have to play their rivals again Saturday in the first
round of the Division II playoffs. So how does
GVSU (9-2, 7-2 GLLAC) prepare for a team it beat
just a week ago?
“We’ve had to kind of approach it, that in a man
ner, obviously we won, and there’s some things we
did good and you don’t want to completely aban
don those, but at the same time, you have to be
lieve the other staff is making adjustments to that,”

Mitchell said. “I don’t think you can roll out the
same game plan on both sides of the ball. They’re
too good.
“We’ve got to manage how to not completely
do everything new, but we’ve got to add some new
wrinkles and do a few things. Its unique in that
situation that we don’t want to overdo it, but we
don’t want to underdo either. There’s kind of a fine
balance between the two.”
Mitchell knows his defense contained SVSU’s
quarterback Jonathon Jennings just enough to win
last week, but he realizes the squad will have to
be better on Saturday if his team wants to advance
in the playoffs to face Colorado State UniversityPueblo (11-0).
“(Jennings is) a really good football player,”
Mitchell said. “He didn’t disappoint regarding his

ability to throw the ball. I think what our guys
found out in the field and our coaching staff is that
he’s a good athlete and can make us miss. He hurt
us more with his feet than maybe we anticipated.
That has to be a point of emphasis.”
For as much admiration and praise as Jennings
received from the GVSU staff before last week’s
game, he delivered on the stat sheet. Jennings completed 26 of 46 passes for 306 yards through the air
and ran for 124 yards and three touchdowns rushing on 17 carries.
“Our defensive line when we got back there only
had one sack,” Mitchell said. “We didn’t make a lot
of plays on him when we got back there. We got to
get, whether it’s defensive line, linebackers, or whoSEE FOOTBALL ON A8
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Five things to watch for on Saturday

BY BRYCE DEROUIN

GVSU will face off against
its rival Saginaw Valley State
University in the playoffs.
The Lakers won the last
three meetings, 33-30 in
2001,10-3 in 2003, and 2417 in 2005.
Here’s what to watch for
on Saturday as GVSU looks
to make it 4-0 against the
Cardinals in the playoffs.

SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

1. Containing SVSU QB
Jonathon Jennings

aturday will mark the
first official playoff
game for the Grand
Valley State University
football team, but in reality,
the last five weeks have
been must-wins in order for
GVSU (9-2,7-2 GLIAC) to
get to this point.
For the fourth time,

Jonathon Jennings
finished the regular season
leading the GLIAC in yards
passing (3,284 yards) and
passing touchdowns (30),
and last week, he looked like
the playmaking quarterback
he was hyped to be.
However, as impressive
as Jennings’ stat line was

S

in last week’s game, (306
yards passing, 124 yards
rushing and three rushing
touchdowns) he still had
room to be even better.
On multiple occasions,
Jennings missed some
relatively easy throws.
Including the first drive
of the game, where he
underthrew receiver Michael
Albrecht on third down.
If Jennings leads Albrecht
instead of underthrowing
him, Albrecht picks up the
first down and probably
scores a touchdown.
Other times, Jennings
simply overthrew his
receivers or didn’t give them
a chance to make a play on
the ball. Some of the credit
for that goes to GVSU, but

some of it was also Jennings
simply making bad passes.
Where Jennings was most
effective against last week
was with his legs. He took
advantage of some missed
assignments by GVSU on
the read option and was
also deadly when the play
broke down and he had
to improvise, which often
resulted in big chunks of
yardage after he abandoned
the pass and took off and
ran.
The Lakers were only able
to record one sack last week
and GVSU head coach Matt
Mitchell noted that they
needed to address finishing
plays and bringing Jennings
down when they had the
chance.

2. SVSU’s Jeff Janis vs.
GVSU’s Reggie Williams

Similar to how SVSU
boasts the top quarterback
in the GLLAC statistically,
they also have one of the
best wide receivers.
SVSU’s Jeff Janis
finished the year with 1,541
yards receiving and 14
touchdowns on 78 catches,
all GLIAC highs.
Janis was a big reason
why NFL scouts came out to
Lubbers Stadium last week,
and the senior wide receiver
had a solid game, hauling in
10 catches for 122 yards.
To GVSU’s credit, Janis
never got in the end zone,
and didn’t make any big
plays in the game. Most of
SEE COLUMN ON A8
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GLIAC

SCHEDULE
W. SOCCER
Friday - NCAA Regionals
(TBA)
Sunday - NCAA Regionals
(TBA)

SWIM & DIVE
Friday at Doug Coers Invite
6 p.m.
Saturday at Doug Coers
Invite 9 a.m.

W. BASKETBALL
Friday -Truman State 8:30
p.m.
Saturday - Missouri-St.
Louis 1 p.m.

M. BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Kentucky Wes
leyan 1 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at NCAA Nationals
3 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday - GLIAC Semifinals
(TBA)
Sunday - GLIAC Finals (TBA)

BY JAY BUSHEN
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State University women’s
volleyball team is certainly pulling its weight
in the Battle of the Valleys.
GVSU was firing on all cylinders at home against
Saginaw Valley State University on Wednesday
night and ultimately swept its rival in straight sets
(25-16, 25-15, 25-16) to advance to the GLLAC
Tournament Semifinals.
“That was the best we have looked offensively,”
head coach Deanne Scanlon said. “Everybody was
on fire tonight. It’s been a while since we’ve played
like that.”
GVSU (27-3, 18-1 GLIAC) has been on fire for
more than two months.
The team found a way to push its winning
streak to 17 games and has now won 25 of its last
26 matches.
The victory ensured the top-seeded Lakers
home-court advantage for the remainder of the
tournament at the Fieldhouse Arena, where the
team has won each of its last 10 games.
“Our crowds are great,” Scanlon said. “To play
in front of people like this just makes it exciting
especially when it comes to tournament time.

When you’re playing for championships and
trophies in front of your home crowd, it makes it
fun.”
GVSU led the conference in home attendance
this year and appears to be the favorite to win
the tournament after taking the regular season
conference championship.
The team had recently swept the Cardinals at
home on Nov. 8, and the end result was no different
12 days later.
“We just wanted to make a statement to start the
playoffs,” sophomore outside hitter Betsy Ronda
said. “We should win (the tournament)—we just
want to guarantee that we will host regionals. We
don’t want to travel.”
Ronda finished the match with nine kills and
seven digs, while junior outside hitter Abby Aiken
led the way with game-highs in both kills (10) and
digs (11).
Junior setter Kaitlyn Wolters also posted 11 digs
while orchestrating the Laker attack to the tune of
33 assists. The team’s only active senior, right-side
hitter Megan Schroeder, tallied nine kills in the
victory.
Schroeder said her team still has some work to
do.

Making plays: Kaitlyn Wolters (7) sets up a shot
during the Lakers’ match against SVSU.

“We’re just trying to work on playing at one
pace through the whole match,” she said. “We’ve
been showing that we can either be weak at the
start or at the end of games. We notice it and we
SEE VOLLEYBALL ON A8
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GV dominates paint in season opener
Lakers defeat Olivet College 70-48, set the tone early with back-to-back dunks.
blocks and to provide energy. To
get the dunk early really helped
get the energy up.”
Carbajal, not to be outdone,
slammed one home with both
hands on the next possession and
forced Olivet to call a timeout
just 82 seconds into the game.
Both players notched career
highs in points and rebounds.
Washington recorded a double
double with 10 points and a
game-high 11 boards, while
Carbajal led the way with a
game-high 24 points to go with
nine rebounds, including six on
the offensive end.
“Once he gets going, I get
going,” Carbajal said.
GVSU finished the game with
a 46-8 edge on the paint and a
55-29 advantage on the glass.
The team was authoritative in the
post all night long on both ends.
The Comets (0-3) managed
J to score just 12 points in the
first half after an abysmal 8.3
shooting-percentage clip from
r the floor. Their first bucket down
» low came with 14:47 to play in
Slam dunk parformanca: Senior Rob Woodson lays up the ball against Olivet College defender Kevin Woodson. The
the second half.
Lakers defeated Olivet College at the Fieldhouse Arena 70-48 with more than 1,000 fans cheering the team on.
Washington, also known as
“ChiefT posted a game-high
BY JAY BUSHEN
The Grand Valley State University
GVSU (1-0) established its
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
men’s basketball team kicked off inside presence from the start three blocks. He said his team is
its 2013 campaign against Olivet when Washington rolled toward making strides early in the season.
t took junior center Darren College on Monday night with back“This is one of the closest teams
the rim and rattled it with a rightWashington and sophomore to-back dunks, which seemed to set handed flush.
I’ve ever been on,” he said. “We
forward Ricky Carbajal just two the tone early for a 70-48 victory in
“I don’t score a whole lot,” the have six new guys, a lot of transfers,
possessions to send a resounding front of more than 1,000 fans at the 6-foot-8 center said. “My big role JuCo’s and freshmen coming in, but
message that lasted for an entire Fieldhouse Arena.
on the team is to get rebounds, get everyone is getting along nicely.”
game.
Junior guard Ryan Sabin, who

I

going to be hard to defend, but now
that we’ve seen him, we know what
CONTINUED FROM A7
we need to do to slow that a little
ever, we got to make some plays bit.”
While GVSU enjoyed suc
on him... We didn’t finish very well
in a lot of opportunities, especially cess through the air in last week’s
down in the red zone, and that’s matchup, establishing the run will
why he had the rushing touch be a priority on Saturday. SVSU
downs he did.”
managed to limit the Lakers to only
Last week, GVSU used its time to 111 yards rushing—its lowest total
watch film to prepare for Jennings on the ground this year.
and the GLLAC’s leading scoring
“I know offensively we’re a little
offense (40.5 points per game), but disappointed in the way that we ran
for this week’s matchup, the Lakers the ball, so we got to put an empha
can lean on their own experience sis on being able to run the ball,”
in preparing for Jennings a second Mitchell said. “If we’re fortunate
time.
enough to have the lead in the third
“We need to break down on and fourth quarter, we got to be able
him a little bit more and we can see to grind out a win and get the job
some tendencies that maybe give us done.”
a little bit of an alert tCLSorne differ-... ! The liakers could receive a boost
ent things that are going on,” said to its running game with the return
senior linebacker Jordan Kaufman, of a healthier Kirk Spencer, who
who led GVSU with 16 tackles last had one touch last week for a a 24game. “He’s a great athlete and he’s yard touchdown.

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
get frustrated at times, but it’s something
that we’ll work through and Fix.”
GVSU did appear to be erratic for a
brief period of time in the final set but still

COLUMN
CONTINUED FROM A7
Janis’ yards came off of quick slants, or
other short to intermediate routes.
GVSU’s senior cornerback Reggie
Williams had a hand in limiting Janis.
Williams’ speed is one of his best
attributes and it was on display last week.
Early in the game, Janis got a step on
Williams and Jennings lofted a pass, which
looked like it could result in a touchdown,
but Williams—who is one of the fastest guys
on the team—ran it down and nearly picked
it off.

The sophomore running back is
still dealing with a cast on his bro
ken hand but is experimenting with
a new cast this week that is giving
him a better feel for the ball. On
Tuesday, he was taking reps with
the offense at practice—something
he didn’t do much of last week.
Sans the one interception, quar
terback Heath Parling had one of
his best games of the season. The
junior completed 14 of 26 passes of
274 yards passing and four touch
downs. His ability to replicate the
same success he had last week
could be a major factor in the out
Rematch: SVSU quarterback Jonathon Jennings is sacked by the GVSU
come.
“I think they’re a good defense, defenseive line. The Lakers will face the Cardinals for the second week in a
and they’re going to present anoth ■jltow for the season playoffs, whloh take place Saturday at 4 p.m.
er challenge to us because I’m sure i»Obviously they know that, and it Stadium, where the Lakers are 7-0
they’re going ttyswitch some things just is going to come down to which
this season. Tickets are $3 for stu
up in the coverage, probably to lim team makes the better quicker ad dents and can be purchased in the
it throws deep down field,” Parling justments like it always is.”
University Bookstore in the Kirkhof
said. “I think we’re going to do some
The game is scheduled to start Center or at the GVSU ticket office
stuff they haven’t seen before either. at 1 p.m. on Saturday at Lubbers in the Fieldhouse.

managed to overpower a Cardinal attack
that struggled all night long.
SVSU only managed to muster up a
hitting-percentage clip of .046 as a team
while the Lakers hit .330.
The Battle of the Valleys has been a
one-sided affair so far this fall, as GVSU

currently holds a perfect 5-0 record against
its rival across four varsity sports.
The football team will also have a chance
to garner a postseason win against the
Cardinals on Saturday at Lubbers Stadium
at 1 p.m.
The Lakers will continue their pursuit

of a GLIAC Tournament Championship
in front of their home fans on Saturday
against the reigning champs of Northwood
University at 5 p.m. in the semifinals. The
championship match will take place on*
Sunday.

This matchup on the outside should be
fun to watch, and if Williams can keep Janis
out of the end zone again, it could go a long
way in GVSU securing another win.

him to go a certain way with the ball, which
is why he only was used in that one play.
This week, he has a new cast on and was seen
taking more reps with the offense in Tuesday’s
practice. Barring any setbacks, Mitchell
expects to feature him more in the offense.
SVSU managed to hold GVSU to its
season low-in rushing yards (111 yards) last
week, and Mitchell expects to make running
the ball a top priority on Saturday. While
senior running back Chris Robinson is a
stronger runner between the tackles, Spencer
is the guy who has the potential to hit a
homerun every time he touches the ball.
4. Heath Parling
While Jennings is deservingly praised and
lauded as one of the best quarterbacks in the
GLIAC, GVSU’s junior quarterback Heath
Parling played just as well, if not better than
Jennings last week when he threw for 274
yards passing, four touchdowns, and the one
interception.

Parling isn’t as much of a threat with his
legs, but while he may not be as athletic, he
makes up for it with his poise and smarts at
the line of scrimmage.
His ability to read defenses before the
snap and switch to a different play is one of ;
the strongest elements of GVSU’s offense.
For Parling, it’s the first playoff game of '
his career—high school or college—and if !
GVSU is to advance, they’ll need another
impressive game from its quarterback.
5. What teams make adjustments?
Pressure is always on the head coaches, *
but for this week, it is even bigger. After
just facing off against each other, it will be
vital for Mitchell and SVSU head coach Jim
Collins to make the proper adjustments and
set their players up in the best position to
succeed.
The game will be decided on the field, but
the chess match between the two coaches
could decide the outcome.

3. Kirk Spencer

GVSU’s Kirk Spencer made the most of
his opportunities in his return last week.
The sophomore was only used in one
play, but it resulted in a GVSU touchdown.
Parling pitched the ball out to Spencer, who
then outran the SVSU defense on his way to
the 27-yard score. It was his first game action
since Oct. 12.
Spencer has been dealing with a broken
hand, and last week, his cast only allowed
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assisted on both of the early crowd-1
pleasing dunks, finished the game
with 12 points, seven boards and
five assists.
Freshman
forward
Trevin
Alexander also played well an^
finished with six points and ninq
boards. Sophomore guard Darrerf
Kapustka had three steals.
Despite
an
impressive
performance in the first half, the
team’s perimeter defense appeared
to get a bit lackadaisical in the
second. GVSU allowed six threes
in the second half for the secondstraight game against an NCAA
Division III opponent.
It had just surrendered 12 total
3-pointers on Thursday in its final
exhibition game in a 90-84 win over
Hope College.
“I thought we were a little sloppy
in all phases of the game,” heacj
coach Ric Wesley said. “Overall, I
just didn’t think we had the fire and
the passion that I would like to see
out of our team. I think there’s more
there. That’s our challenge—to keep
raising the bar.”
Wesley did say he was pleased
with the play of his big men in the
game.
If the team is able to establish an
inside scoring threat to complement
its backcourt this season, it could be
a good sign for things to come once
GLIAC play starts in December.
The Lakers will be looking to
begin the season 2-0 on Saturday
against Kentucky Wesleyan College
at the Fieldhouse Arena at 1 p.m.
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Young women's basketball team hopes to surprise
even larger role vacated
by last seasons leading
n womens collegiate scorer (15.8 points per
basketball, the future game), rebounder (6.9
is something every rebounds per game) and
team reaches and redesetup woman (3.2 assists
fines at a rate of 40 min per game) Briauna Tay
utes a game—whoever lor, this year.
they are, however they
“In the past, I’ve kind
play. With the count of been a role player,”
down to a new season Crandall said. “I’d come
set for Friday, the fu in for Briauna or I’d be
ture is flying toward the the sixth man off the
Grand Valley State Uni bench, whatever coach
versity womens basket needed me to do. This
ball team.
year, I think I have de
Every minute counts. fined my role a little dif
GVSU will return ferently.
nine players from the
“Being the only se
2012-2013 team that nior, I’m looking to lead
capped a 19-8 (15-7 the team, not necessarGLLAC) record with an ily on the stat sheet part,
appearance in the con but most definitely in
ference tournament for the vocal and experi
the eighth time in nine ence driven parts.”
years, although only one
Joining Crandall and
of the nine, senior guard junior point guard Mer
Dani Crandall, started.
yl Cripe in the starting
“Dani Crandall, who rotation will be junior
has played behind some returners center Daina
other great players, is Grazulis and forward
going to be our lone se Kat LaPrairie, GVSU’s
nior,” GVSU head coach deadeye sixth man who
Janel Burgess said. “This last season knocked
is her year to lead the down 43 3-pointers and
show and really display was recently named to
great leadership and the preseason All-GLIgreat calmness from the AC second team.
floor.”
“I think you can re
In 18 games as a start ally count all three of
er and 25.4 minutes per those young ladies to
game last season, Cran gether with Dani as
dall averaged 8.0 points, players who will help to
4.3 rebounds and 1.7 as shape our season,” Bursists, while shooting 44.4 gess said. “Meryl, Daina
percent from the floor. and Kat are all third year
Although Crandall will players who have a done
be asked to assume an a really great job of just
BY PETE BARROWS

PBARROWS @ LANTHORN.COM
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being who they are.”
Also factoring heavily
into the rotation will be
sophomore guard/forward sharpshooter Bailey Cairnduff and uber
athletic junior guard
Janelle McQueen, both
Division I transfers.
Cairnduff, who played
in 32 games last sea
son for Bowling Green
will start for the Lakers,
while McQueen, who
started in 25 games last
season for Texas South Back In the game: Grand Valley State University junior Dani Crandall dribbles the ball past a
defender. The Lakers return nine players from the record-breaking 2012-2013 team.
ern, should be supplied
time All-West Michigan Wayne State, and ahead we’re excited to take this
ample minutes to make
Conference and all-area of Ferris State, GVSU team down to Nash
her impact felt off the
selection, forward Piper enters the season with ville,” Burgess said.”
bench.
With GLLAC cham
Tucker, a member of out tempered aspira
“You look at Janelle
pionship
ambitions,
the Lansing State Jour tions.
and Bailey, both of them
“Nothing is going to the Lakers will look to
nal ‘Dream Team’ who
bring different things,”
holds the free-throw change from what we al continue to grow and
Burgess said, “Janelle
percentage ways need to do, which progress throughout the
is
explosive
record at East is to be our best when season, while helping to
with the ball
Lansing high our best is needed,” Bur define GVSU basketball;
getting to the
We may be
school
and gess said. “Being picked game-by-game, minutebasket, Baiyoung, but
Janae Langs, third is not necessarily by-minute. The clock is
ly is a great
a
four-time surprising, as youthful set, the time is now.
shooter, but we work
“What we’re really
All-Southern as we are, but I’m ex
can still cre extremely
trying
to continue to
cited
to
see
how
we
con
Central
Ath
ate off the hard.
letic Associa tinue grow and improve establish is to play bas
MERYL CRIPE
dribble and JUNIOR
ketball at a fun, fast
tion athlete, each and every day.”
both of those
The Lakers will travel pace where fans can en
should
also
ladies are re
make an instant impres south to participate in joy coming to watch us
ally excited to be here at
sion upon GVSU bas the Pops Duncan Clas play and can understand
GVSU.”
sic to be hosted in Nash and appreciate that our
ketball.
The freshman class
“We may be real ville, Tenn. and will of young ladies have tre
comprised of forward
young, but we work ex ficially embark upon the mendous character and
Kayla Dawson, a semi
tremely hard and a lot season Friday with an work ethic,” Burgess
finalist for Miss Bas
of that goes to this hard 8:30 p.m. tipoff against said. “We don’t know
ketball of Wisconsin
working group of fresh Truman State. GVSU what the end result of
as a high school senior,
will return to the court the season will be, but
man,” Cripe said.
guard Taylor Lutz, a
Selected to finish Saturday at 1:00 p.m. to I can promise you that
two-time Northern Inthird in the eight-team play Missouri-St. Louis. our girls are going to
diana Conference first“This is our tough play as hard as they pos
GLLAC North Division
team selection, guard
est
schedule that we will sibly can, day-by-day, as
preseason poll behind
Keyara Wiard, a threeMichigan Tech and have ever .played and they grow?. i.
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How the west will be won

Campustowne Family Medicine
Now Accepting New Patients

XC heads to Spokane for nationals
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

his Saturday, the
Grand
Valley
State University
men’s and women’s cross
country teams will em
bark on a near 2,000mile journey to Spo
kane, Wash., in hopes
of taking home a pair
of titles at the Division
II National Champion
ships.
“We will take off a
couple days in advance
so the time zone differ
ence won’t really be an
issue,” head coach Jerry
Baltes said. “This week
in practice, we will really
focus on getting healthy
and prepared, but we re
ally won’t change any
thing up too much.”
; Placing five runners
jn the top 50 of the 2012
Division II National
Championship meet is
What ultimately pushed
the women’s cross coun
try team to its third na
tional championship in
five years. A year later,
the team is aiming to
do the same with hopes
6f repeating as national
champions.
“It’s definitely our goal
to win nationals,” junior
Courtney Brewis said.
“We really have to focus
on our preparation lead
ing up to the race and
make sure that we are
mentally prepared. ”

T
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By winning another
national championship,
the Lakers have a chance
to emerge as the leading
force in Division II cross
country. Another title
would mark its third in
four years, previously
winning in 2012 and
2010.
“Staying with the
same mentality that we
have had all year will re
ally lead us in the right
way,” sophomore Jessica
Janecke said. “No need
to change anything up,
just run your race.”
Leading the Lakers
will be Janecke, Brewis,
and junior Allyson Win
chester. All three will
hope to ride the mo
mentum from regionals,
where each of them saw
top-10 finishes.
“It’s up to us to run to
our potential—that’s go
ing to be key,” Janecke
said. “Being that it’s the
biggest race of the year,
we each need to put
forth our best effort in
order to accomplish our
goals.”
The Laker men will
be looking to improve
on their seventh place
finish from a year ago,
with which neither the
coaching staff nor ath
letes were too satisfied.
The Lakers have the
experience to do so as
they will be racing five

runners that competed
in last year’s champion
ship.
“Yeah, we weren’t re
ally to happy with how
we came out at last year’s
nationals,” Baltes said.
“I’m really confident
with the group we have,
and I know the guys are
confident. I know they
will be ready to go once
the toe touches the line.”
Leading the Lak
ers will be the GLLAC
Men’s Cross Coun
try Athlete of the Year
Brent Showerman, who
is currently coming off
a fifth-place finish at
regionals. Junior Alan
Peterson, sophomores
Joe Duff and Spencer
Pageau, and senior Josh
Moskalewski also bring
national championship
experience to the Laker
team.
“I think any of our
guys are poised to have
a breakout race. It just
depends on how things
turn out,” Baltes said.
“We fell a little short last
year. It’s going to take a
collective effort to get it
done.”
The Lakers will step
to the line this Satur
day with the women’s
race starting at 1:25 p.m.
followed by the mens
race at 2:25 p.m. Cover
age will be available on
www.NCAA.com.

At Spectrum Health Medical Group, our highly trained primary care
physicians work in close collaboration with West Michigan's leading
specialists. No matter the medical need, benefit from the knowledge,
skills and expertise of a coordinated team of providers, all working
together—for you. shmg.org/primarycare

Mkhelle Giantureo, DO

Stephen Pre Fontaine, DO

tfs

SPECTRUM HEALTH
The Medical Group
Campustowne Family Medicine

4868-2 Lake Michigan Drive NW
Allendale, Ml 49401
616.391.2800
Extended hours, before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m., are available Monday
to Friday. Plus, current patients receive the added convenience of
same-day appointments.
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com

Looking for a female sub
leaser at Campus West! I live
in a furnished unit in the new
2 bd 2 br apartments. Rent is
$535/month utilities,
cable/intemet/parking are
free! The lease goes until July
27 and I am looking to move
out by December 16.1 will be
paying for the entire month of
December AND January.
Text 734-417-1625 for more
info.

Roommates
URGENT: Female roommate
needed for WINTER 2014.
(Late December through end
of the school year.) Campus
View, private bedroom, 2
bathrooms, 2 other room
mates. There is significant
parking space, a pool, an ac
tivity center, and is very close
to the bus stop.
In need of a roommate for
Winter 2014 semester. The
place is at Ottawa Creek
Apartments on 52nd Avenue,
which is close, but not really
in walking distance in the
Winter.
Costs $360 a month and
utilities are about $20-30
each month. Two-bed,
one-bath, with a kitchen, din
ing, and living room area.
Quite spacious. I have the
smaller bedroom, so the
larger one with a HUGE
closet is up for grabs.
I am a male hoping to find
another male, but l&#039;m
in a tight situation, so I can
be flexible.
I am not the loud, ruckusy,
party-type. I am in my fourth
year of college so I need
someone who is chill, but
that I can still be buddies
with.
If you are interested please
contact me immediately and
we can set up a time and
place to meet for an informal
interview.

Senior looking to sublet
Meadows Crossing bedroom
starting Dec. 2013.
$449/month, utilities usually
$25-$30.
Bedroom #3 in Style A
apartment. E-mail me at tothe@mail.gvsu.edu.

Sub-Leaser Wanted ASAP.
Male or Female. One bed
room available at High Tree
Townhomes. Rent is $395 a
month with $22 a month for
utilities. There is a washer
and dryer in the apartment.
Free parking. Free water.
Free wifi and cable. Share a
bathroom with only one other
person. 3 female roommates
live there and are college stu
dents. Walk-in closet. Fur
nished living room/dining
room. Dishwasher in the
apartment. A free bus stop
right outside of the
complex that goes all the
way downtown. Close
enough to walk to the GVSU
Allendale campus. If you
sign soon you will get the
rest of November free.
Please contact me for a tour.
Call or text 616-914-4214. Or
email karelre@mail.gvsu.edu

Housing
Rooms available in GR.
Short 10 min walk to down
town
campus. 24 Deloney Ave
NW, Grand Rapids 49504.
Email
glashowk@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for a subleaser at 48
west. 4 person style a
apartment, needed ASAP!!
The other girlsare super nice
and easy to get along with!
text/call with any questions
anytime! 248-330-9110,
Meghan

Looking for a Sub-leaser for
next semester (Winter 2014).
Private room with clean,
quiet, and friendly room
mates in Campus View
Townhouses. Unit is one of
the closest to campus (less
than 10 minute walk to
Kirkoff), a quick walk to route
48, or you can ride Campus
View&#039;s own bus that
operates every school day.
Two bathrooms, laundry in
side unit, with ample kitchen
and living space. Rent is
$320 a month, with utilities
that have been ranging from
$20-35 a month; internet, ca
ble, and water are free.
Lease runs until the end of
the winter semester. Please
contact me with questions or
to set up a time to tour. Matt h e w
rauppm@mail.gvsu.edu

Subleaser needed for Winter
2014 semester! Hightree
townhomes just off campus,
$395/month, great room
mates. Contact me at benedicc@mail.gvsu.edu.

Internships

live this way

CAMPOS

Business Development Intern
Job Title: GoPromo Group
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 11271
Apply By: December 8, 2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Health Communications In
tern
Job Title: Kent County Health
Department
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 11297
Apply By: December 11,
2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Guiding Light Mission
Job Title: Special Events In
ternship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 8460
Apply By: January 14, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Field Service Engineering In
tern
Job Title: Spectrum Health
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 11286
Apply By: November 22,
2013
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Vl£i*>
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on recycled paper,
iry issue left on the
is then re-recycled.

printed

Just Like Cats Sr Dogs

by Dave T. Phipps

Miscellaneous
Looking for a subleaser for
Summer 2014 at Campus
View.
3 bedroom townhouse, but
only one girl will live there.
Rent is $390 per month.
Please
contact
Katie
at
(51 7)231 -0225
or
balboak@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information.

Edcampgv is November 23rd
8:30am-4pm! Novice and
new teachers talking about
improving teaching for learn
ing. Education majors
strongly
encouraged to attend and/or
present. Learn more and
register free here:
edcampqv.weebly.com
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GO FIGURE!

- - By Dick Wingerc

by Linda Thistle

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.
DIFFICULTY: * * *

123345678:

w Moderate a a Difficult
A A A GO FIGURE!

e 2013 King NMm Syndics'*, Inc.

“Wasn’t a bad party, but I got homesick."

(•lei.-

hyTerry Stickels

Below is a 16-letter word for you to
unscramble. It’s a word known to all and
begins with the letter “S.”

Weekly SUDOKU
________ l_______________________________

by Linda Thistle
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

CryptoQuip

AXYDLBAAXR
is LONGFELLOW
One letter stands for another. In this sample, A is used
for the three L’s, X for the two 0’s, etc. Single letters,

Clue: I equals Y

apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all
hints. Each week the code letters are different.

PZNY CY HYV-EXDRLMHYF

KIS ZSRK ZFUUH ETFF JK

WDAALGV ZCG GQDMVHYFG DY

RUNS KTNS YSK TPKU J

NHFZQ CXWG, POLAR IDL GCI

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

HQ’G C GDMVQDELG?

l

V

Synd . Inc.

(

^

This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another If you think that X equals 0, it will equal 0 throughout
the puzzle Solution is accomplished by trial and error

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ ★

O 2013 King Feature*

^ r CryptoQuote

0 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.

DUUF UO J
J

NURVGTKU.

JGRKTP U’NJFFSC
02013 King Features Synd., Inc.
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CELEBRATING 50 YEARS

of student-run newspapers at GV
THE HISTORY OF GVL

While Nov. 22, 1963, will forever in
America be remembered as the day Presi
dent John F. Kennedy was assassinated,
it was also the inaugural date of The Key
stone, the first sanctioned, student-run
newspaper at Grand Valley State University.
Grand Valley was a state college at the
time, founded in I960, and The Keystone
got its name from the architectural design
features of the “lake” buildings, which made
up almost all of the Allendale Campus.
Fifty years later, the campus has been
awarded university status and has ex
panded to more than 80 buildings on about
1,400 acres in Allendale and Grand Rap

ids, from a few hundred students to nearly
25,000.
And, over 50 years, the student-run
newspapers also evolved into a news or
ganization that receives regular state, re
gional and national recognition. The first
student-run newspaper at Grand Valley
State College was The Keystone, and the
inaugural issue was Nov. 22, 1963. The
Keystone issued its final edition on Jan.
21, 1966.
It was succeeded by another tabloid
sized newspaper, The Valley View, on
Oct. 28, 1966, and it was published until
June 6, 1968.
The Lanthorn began October 1968.

The Internet edition, www.lanthorn.
com, was established fall 1995, and it
was the first online edition of a weekly
Michigan collegiate newspaper.
The name changed to Grand Valley
Lanthorn on Jan. 13, 2000, and GVL
grew to broadsheet size on Aug. 27,
1997. It averaged 20-24 pages each week.
With the Aug. 29, 2005, publication,
GVL expanded to a twice-weekly news
paper, circulating 8,000 copies of each
edition on Allendale and Grand Rapids
campuses.
The office is located at 0051 Kirkhof
Center, Grand Valley State University,
Allendale, MI, 49401.

m

m
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KEYSTONE
Volume 1

CLUBS ORGANIZED
AT GVSC
During the first quarter at
GVSC, much Interest has been
shown towards the organization
of social activities.
A Gun Club was organized to
enable the students of Grand
Valley State College to have a
place to practice shooting. Ulti
mately there will be a ten point
rifle range of 100 yards that will
hold from ,22s to 408s. There
also will be three trap ranges for
those Interested In shotgunning.
The range has not yet received a
site but has tentatively been lo
cated by the river, south of the
ski slope. The club has been
approved by the students, and
progress Is being made on the
plans and costs. Anyone who la
Interested In Joining or can offer
help In the construction should
contact Marv Vander Vllet.
The familiar cliche, "youcim*r
change the^ jwyher," Is very
true, iidonpl can enjoy the
weather.Phli Is precisely what
the GVSC Ski Club Intends to do
this winter.
On October 23£)he first meetlng was held for the
___ ___r_____
purpose of
organizing a ski club. Mr. Irwin
informed those present that the
hill on the east corner of the
campus was selpoted as a suit
able location.^ 1500. ftss been do
nated to the caHegeto be used In
the development of this ski area.
r ^Sally Rutgers,
Jfudi Van Buren. Mike Wood, and
Rex Beatty, were appointed as a
committee to formulate ideas on
organization.
At the meeting of November 4,
it was announced that HolerdaSnope, a sporting goods store In
Grand Rapids, donated sixteen
pairs of skis, fifteen pairs of
poles, and twenty-four pairs of
boots for GVSC to rent cgit, The
ilSOQrfwlll be used fornhc/pur• i-flngVif a ski row, Clearing
and reveling the Mil, and con
structing a building at the top
of the hill to house the motor
for the tow, to store equipment,
and eventually to serve as a con
cessions area. Club dues were
also discussed, and It was decided
that the dues would Include mem
bership, tow fees, and club Insig
nia. Details concerning this will
be decided upon later. The Ski
Club has "great expectations.”

Inter-varsity Christian Fel
lowship Is an Interdenominational
group which will attempt to en
courage students to lead others
to a personal faith In Christ, to
strengthen one's own faith with
Bible study and prayer, and to
help one to find the place that God
has given him in- this world.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1963

First Mixer

No. 1

\W

Succeeds

» agQ, Jt
meeting was held. At mis time It
was decided to wait until the area
representative could come and
talk about the organization of a
new club. The time and place of
the next meeting will be an
nounced at a later date. All who
are interested are invited to
come.

%

»

.

All the new organizations at
Grand Valley display one common
characteristic; that Is, the invi
tation for all interested to make
contact and Join. Mr. Dykstra,
one of our student advisors, made
this comment: "It is very grati
fying to see the campus organiza
tions developing with so much
enthusiasm on the part of the stu
dents and with a minimum amount
of direction on the part of college
officials. My hope Is that our stu
dent government will continue to
msouraga—the devviopme-'t of
student organizations that will
provide for wholesome relaxation
outside the classroom."

Party Invitation
Extended
The wheels are In motion pre
paring a Christmas Party for the
faculty and students to be given
on December 13. The party will
take place in Grand Traverse
Room (cafeteria), from approx
imately 11:30 to 1:30 with re
freshments, music, and wishes
for a happy holiday ready for
everyone who attends. So, don’t
miss out. Keep the date, De
cember 13, open for a Christ
mas get-together.

The Choir
Needs You
In case you didn't know, the
music and singing which is heard
through the halls every Tuesday
and Thursday promptly at 1:00
Is not a recording but the Grand
Valley choir practicing In room
154. Under the leadership of Pro
fessor Hills, the choir has been at
work for several weeks and Is
preparing for a Christmas pro
gram. The attendance was very
smalk^iut has steadily Increased.
All one needs la a liking for mu
sic and song and a free hour every
Tuesday and Thursday at 1:00.
Professor Hills Invites anyone to
come to room 154 at this time and
Join In the singing.
t

U.

How does one successfully mix
a social and business life? Many
GVSC students know the answer to
this. Being a freshman class of
215 students from various high
schools, everyone had to get
mixed, and that they did at the
first GVSC mixer held October
23. (m£&half of the student body
attended this mixer. They didn’t
come for fun only; the flrstclass
meeting was also held that night.
The first portion of the evening
was spent dancing and mixing.
At 9:00 p.m. our first class meet
ing opened presided overby Brad
Ellis. Dean Hundley gave a very
stimulatlng£ppening speech. The
class then elected a student gov
ernment committee consisting of
ten members to act as a hub for
student affairs. These members
are: Brad Ellis, Marv VanderVUet, Charlie Dowd, Terry Ryan,
Marcia Darin, Dave Leonard,
Mike Wood, Sally Massellnk, Rog
Borgman, and Katie Lupton. This
committee will function as the
first form of student government
until officers are elected. The
committee welcomes any Ideas
from GVSC students, facultv\and
administration, for their aim Is
to carry out your ideas. Class
colors were nominated and have
since been chosen. They are:
Valley blue, black, and white.
Various clubs were recognized
and the first class meeting ad
journed to more dancing.
The student committee has met
twice thus far. Many plana are
in the maklnglfu: future dances,
parties, snd ‘fyouftbe GVSC stu
dent body, haVetfK responsibility
of filling their question mark.
Another mixer was planned for

Saturday, November 9th. The
committee is also discussing
plans for a more formal dance,
«V<dnesday, November 27th. A
constitution is being worked on
by the members of this commit
tee. Letters have been sent to five
colleges and universities
throughout the country asking for
their constitutions and any help
they can give us. This information
will be used along with your Ideas
to form our constitution. The
committee meets every Wednes
day at 11:00 a.m. In room 252.
All the student body Is Invited to
attend any of these meetings.
Drop In some time and find out the
latest news first.
GVSC social and business life
haveraS^si* combined verypro| ductlvSTy. The continuance of this
'favorable outcome la dependent
on you, the pathfinders at GVSC.
Remember the traditions arc be
ing set by you - you as an Indi
vidual and as a class. Success Is
the word thus far shouted by all
GVSC students.

Need Money
Anyone?
Grand Valley State College is
now a participating member of the
program sponsored by the Mich
igan Higher Education Assistance
Authority. Under this program, i
qualified students may make!
loans to assist In their educa
tlon. Anyone Interested can ob
tain more Information on this
program from Dean Hundley In
the Student Activities Office.

While Nov. 22, 1963, will
forever in America be remem
bered as the day President John
F. Kennedy was assassinated, it
was also the inaugural date of The
Keystone, the first sanctioned,
student-run newspaper at Grand
Valley State University.
Grand Valley was a state col
lege at the time, founded in 1960,
and The Keystone got its name
from the architectural design
features of the “lake” buildings,
which made up almost all of the
Allendale Campus.
Fifty years later, the campus has
been awarded university status
and has expanded to more than
80 buildings on about 1,400 acres
in Allendale and Grand Rapids,
from a few hundred students to
nearly 25,000.
And, over 50 years, the studentrun newspapers also evolved into
a news organization that receives
regular state, regional and nation
al recognition.
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Old news is good news
Searching the lanthorn in the Special
Collections & University Archives Digi
tal Collections database is a great way to
learn more about Grand Valley and its
history. Issues from 1968-2001 have been
scanned, and the University Archives has
copies of all of the back issues.
You have a paper to write on an aspect
of diversity at Grand Valley and search for
“black student” Your search brings up 659

What is a Lanthorn?
Lanthorn is two syllables, pro
nounced lant-horn, and is old
English for a particular lantern
that was used mid-to-late 16th
century Europe; it was a lantern
made of horn.
It was constructed of leather
and a single lens made of a slice
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: Give light and the peo
ple will find their own way. This
is borrowed from the slogan
for Scripps-Howard newspa
pers, and it is a paraphrase from
Dante’s “Purgatory’’ XXII67-69.

issues of the Lanthorn. Not all of them will
be relevant, but it will be a good way to start
your research at home when it’s snowing.
Your mother went to Grand Valley
and she told you that she was Winter
Carnival Queen. You have to see this for
yourself. Search “Carnival Queen” and
you will never doubt your mother again.
Search for her name and you might find
more about her days as a student.

You want to find out more about concerts
at Grand Valley in the 1970s. Search “Tina
Timer” to find the announcement ofthe Ike
8c Tina Timer Review to be held at Grand
Valley's Fiddhouse in 1971 and the review of
the concert performed to 3,500 people.
You can find the Digital Collections
from the Library Home Page-Find- Digital Collections-GVSU Publica
tions--Lanthorn

GVL as a significant value
Consider the return on investment in GVL for GVSU for this
fiscal year: the university invests about $50,000 and the Grand
Valley Lanthorn returns about $118,000 in student payroll and
another $92,000 in goods and services to the local economy. In
addition, the campus community has the opportunity to read 62
unique print editions or brows the 24/7 website. And, the GVL is a
major student-run organization that provides significant learning
experiences and leadership opportunities.
Just in the past 10 years, GVL has returned about $1.4 million
in student payroll and contributed an additional $1 million to the
local economy, plus printing about 550 editions (more than 5,500
pages) of campus news. All for a total GVSU investment of about
$570,000. That’s a 400 percent return.
There are several factors that have contributed to the growth,
expansion and sustaining operation of the GVL

Non-financial support through university departments: from
accounting, facilities services, payroll, purchasing services, etc., to
university counsel.
Financial support indudes an annual faculty adviser stipend and
release time, as well as an annual allocation awarded through the Stu
dent Senate. The senate allocation has ranged from $134 to $235 per
student per year. It has averaged about $2 per student for the past 17
years. It was $49,000 or about $2 per student for fiscal year 2013-14
The Senate allocation represents only about 23 percent of the
GVL operating budget of about $210,000. The balance is earned
by students through advertising sales. Put another way, 77 percent
of the operating budget is unsecured.
It has only been through such sales and strategic, forward-think
ing budgets that GVL has been able to evolve to its current status.

History of The Lantoon
Beginning in the early 1970s, the
Lanthorn published a special annual
issue on April 1 titled “The Lantoon”
The editors, writers, and readers of
the student publication took a break
from reality in order to poke fun
at the people, places, and events at
Grand Valley. The satirical articles
and images pushed the limits of cam
pus absurdity using April Fools Day

as cover. The Lantoon was reduced to
a special section towards the end of
April 1 issues during the 1990s and
stopped in the early 2000s.
Lantoon
articles
frequently
changed Grand to Bland for the names
of Grand Valley, River, and Rapids,
and former President Lubbers, subject
of many of the articles, was renamed
President Flubbers. With the title

Sponsors of The Lanthorn Scholarship Fund

SIEMENS
r Metro Health

changed, lantern logo toppled, tagline
reading “A Disservice to Bland Valley
Since 1963”, and articles such as “Old
Farts on Campus”, “Nuclear Power
Declared Safe!”, and “VanderChrist
a Recent Discovery”, the Lantoon
proved to be an entertaining outlet for
Grand Valley students.
Search Digital Collections/Lanthorn for “Lantoon”

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthom.com.

Hantfiom
50TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is published twice-weekly by
Grand Valley State University
students 62 times a year. One
copy of this newspaper is
available free of charge to any
member of the Grand Valley
Community. For additional
copies, at $1 each, please contact
our business offices.
POSTMASTER: Please send
form 3579 to:

Your Health. Our Passion.
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GVSC initiates new
program of study
The Faculty Assembly voted October 12 to
recommend granting the Bachelor of Science
degree at GVSC.
No final decisions were made on the pro
posals which would establish a greater di
versity of currlculums. But general faculty
approval makes It reasonable to assume that
the proposals will receive final approval very
soon.

the changes in principle. Proposals are sub
ject to the State Board of Education's ap
proval after they have been endorsed by the
college committees involved.

The most significant decision of the Faculty
Is to grant two degrees, the BS and BA. The
BS degree differs from the BA in that It has
no foreign language requirement.
Another proposal under consideration Is
that students be allowed to complete the foun
dation program over two years rather than
one year.
'The growing size of the student body per
mits us to offer greater freedom of choice
in courses/* GVSC vice president of academic
affairs George T. Potter stated.
The greater flexibility In graduation re
quirements Is hoped to attract enough new
students to make use of the academic com
plex. dormitory, and physical education buil
ding currently under construction.
The college Is now negotiating with the
University of Michigan to Introduce the
"3-2** program In engineering whlcfi leads to
a U of M
BSC degree in engineering.
GVSC is also negotiating with the American
Clinical Pathologists Society and with area
hospitals relative to introduction of the "3-1*'
program in medical technology.
Students
participating in this program would spend
three years on campus and one year In area
hospitals following a prescribed course of
study.
Another recommendation from the Faculty
would reduce the humanities and fine arts
requirement to a total of ten hours, of which
five hours can be in a foreign language.
The Faculty Assembly voted to give ad
vanced placement with credit to students who
can get appropriate grades on placement
tests.
Another approved proposal Is the reduction
ot teaching certificate requirements from 190
credit hours to 180 hours plus physical edu
cation credits.
The college Board of Control has approved

»

Out of Dote
House Minority Leader

Gerald Ford
visits campus
U.S. House Minority Leader Gerald Ford
spoke out on current issues at the GVSC
pit session last Wed. morning. An overflow
crowd of students and faculty met him with ap
plause after President Zumberge's welcom
ing remarks.
Mr. Ford, a graduate of South High School
In Grand Rapids and the University of Michi
gan, and a member of the Buchen Ford law
firm, as well as being a retired Lt. Com
mander in the United States Navy, devoted
most of his time to questions and answers.
Some of the subjects touched on Included
the national situation, the Taft-Hartleylaw—
primarily
section 14-B,
the
primary
and secondary
education
act
and
the federal control exercised on this act, his
views on known communists being allowed to
speak on a state school campus and the pro
posed Manila peace pact.

Growth progress
raises hope for
GVSC sports future
Director Charles Irwin notes that plans are _
shaping up for a total GVSC athletic program.
Plans include Introduction of many Olympic •
style sports such as skiing, fencing and crew- :
ing.
On completion of the new fleldhouse gymnasties, wrestling, Indoor track and other
sports will be added. Football too will have
to wait because of the storage problem.

:
•
•
:

The new building will be built in three
phases now under construction. Each phase
consists of a large domed building to house
basketball and tennis courts, indoor tracks,
staff offices, wrestling and gym areas, swimming pool, locker rooms, and a remedial
activity room for a handicapped students*
modified physical qd. program.

:
j
;
:
j
;
;*

A dirt-floored building for Indoor baseball, football practice and classes forced Inside by Inclement weather comprises part of
the plan. This will convert to an ice hockey
and skating rink during winter months.

•'
•
:
j

Outdoor tracks with all-weather surfaces
and a football field within the tracks are also
scheduled.
In the same area baseball and
softball diamonds, and all-weather surfaced
tennis courts are planned.

;
;
j
;

Presently, no immediate plans for competlng in a league are set for GVSC, Hope
stands for an all-college state league exeluding the large universities, to be formed.
For the time being, GVSC will compete as an
independent school.

j
:
!

Rap. Ford emphasizes a point

:
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Memories of the Lanthorn as told by past presidents
Don Lubbers:

Mark Murray:

What's the purpose of a college newspaper?

Your coverage of the campus reaction to the attacks of September 11,2001, was really mag
nificent. It was important to have the coverage be so thorough as the community organized
study, discussion, symposia and prayer.

The purpose of a college newspaper is to keep the campus, particularly the students, informed
about what’s happening on campus and what the important issues are. Its second purpose is to repre
sent a student opinion about events and about the management of the university. It has an open edi
torial policy like any newspaper; it should be able to express opinions on any subject that it chooses
to express them upon.

In your opinion, what is one of the biggest stories the Lanthorn has covered?
One of the interesting aspects of the Lanthorn, and my encounter with it, is that the editor of the
Lanthorn, created the greatest problem on campus that any student organization has ever created,
just at the time that I was beginning as president of the college. In fact, I was appointed president,
I accepted the presidency in November of 1968 and came and took office in January 15, 1969. Be
tween those dates, the Board of Trustees, or the Board of Control as its called in state institutions
here, asked me to come to Grand Rapids from where I was living in Iowa because the editor of the
newspaper, a young man by the name of Wasserman, had printed a lot of four-letter words in the
newspaper. And I guess, and I can’t remember ever reading them, I must have but I don’t remember,
but it was really raunchy. Just raunchy stuff —vulgar, raunchy, crude—beyond what generally could
be accepted by the people of Ottawa County. So the sheriff, sometime in November, came and closed
the newspaper because of the language that it used, saying it was slanderous or I don’t know what the
law that he invoked, but he closed the newspaper and it couldn’t publish.

Did the top dogs at the university pay attention to the Lanthorn in your time?
Always paid attention to the Lanthorn. Always did As all student newspapers usually are, you
know, when you’re an adult looking at 18 to 20 year olds, and you remember your own views and
thoughts, I think, you don’t always agree with the approach or sometimes it seems quite adolescent
« and petty, but sometimes it’s just really thoughtful. So whether it’s one thing or another it’s always a
• very good idea for the administration to pay attention to it

' Do you feel like the Lanthorn has changed over the years?
I read it quite often and I think it’s maybe a little more comprehensive than it used to be, mostly
because you might have a little more money to be more comprehensive, you know, to do that, I don’t
• know. But I think that it’s developed into a responsible and a very good newspaper. I always look to
the editor of the Lanthorn, and the staff, to really express student opinion. Dig in and express student
! opinion in a responsible way. That can be extremely helpful to how things go.

In your opinion, what was the best story the Lanthorn covered?
I remember during the last part of my tenure, or not last, quite a long period of my tenure, it just
did a good job. Just did a good job of covering campus events and expressing opinions, and occa
sionally expressing opinions on a national or state issue that was important for students. No, I have
no specific memories of anything really, that struck me other than my general impression that it did
a good job, and has continued to do so for a long period of time. It obviously has been a launching
pad for some careers and if not careers in the field of media it’s been helpful to people who have gone
! into some careers that writing stories and opinions and the ability to write concisely and express cori rectly what has happened, or to write sensible opinions. It’s all good.

What was your role in helping form the Lanthorn and guide it to what it's become?
Number one, being a real advocate of student fees managed by the Student Senate, so that the
Lanthorn in some respects was responsible to the students and in the other ultimately responsible to
the board of control. So getting the funding of the Lanthorn structured right was important to me,
! and I think an important contribution that the administration made to giving the right kind of secu
rity to the newspaper. And secondly, I supported very strongly, the board of control having the direct
authority over the Lanthorn rather than the president You always want a certain independence on
; the part of your newspaper editor and your Student Senate president. You want some independence,
: but you want them to be, you know, not look at the people in their universities as enemies, look at
! them as colleagues and people you want to work with. If they prove not to be reasonable in your eye,
then say something about it

Thomas Haas:
What, In your opinion, is the purpose of a college newspaper?
A college newspaper is to in essence give students a voice that represents questions that are of
interest to the student population as a whole and being contemporary then with those questions
or activities that are being reported upon. So for instance, a range of great coverage I thought for
instance with the new capacity we have with the library and the Seidman Center. Great coverage
there. Going back to when I got started, I thought the coverage when my wife and I joined the Grand
Valley family I appreciated very much, and it was of course when my nickname was really chiseled
in stone when the Lanthorn reported that out..
But I do think the fundamental role is to provide a voice for the students and to report out the du
jour” news of interest to the students.

Do you feel that the Lanthorn has fulfilled that purpose?
One of the things I’ve seen too especially in the last few years.. .1 think the writing is really quite
good. I appreciate the editorial because I come to look at those and again listening to what the voice
of the students are because I think the editors are reflecting in part what the student voice needs to
be. So I take that very seriously... I think the grade I would give it would be an A’ without a doubt.

How, if at all, has the paper changed during your presidency?
I think it’s been pretty consistent. I think that the writing has probably improved over the time
I’ve been here. I do think the online editions have made it more accessible to others outside the
university. That’s what I’ve seen probably most because you get people interested in the university,
could be alums, could be community leaders, could be other outlets like MLive looking to see what
is happening at the university so I always think the most dramatic change is with the use of electronic
media...

In your opinion, what is one of the biggest stories the Lanthorn has covered?
Probably Prop. 2 was the biggest story. That was a dramatic influence on universities and Grand
Valley in particular, so I would say that was the most significant story that the Lanthorn had covered
and they covered it very well

In your memory, what was the best story you ever read in the Lanthorn?
I appreciated the stories about our intercollegiate successes whether it be women’s soccer or cross
country or women’s track or football. I think the coverage of each one of those stories represented
more than just the sport itself but also the sense of the university being one of success and one that
celebrated its champions.
Probably the group of articles that I thought I appreciated the most was the celebration of the
50th year of our charter. The Lanthorn did a very good job throughout that year of highlighting what
we were celebrating. I think that coverage of our 50th year beyond any doubt was some of the best
reporting we could have.

Have you ever experienced any troubles with the Lanthorn?
What I’ve seen in the Lanthorn without a doubt is the level of professionalism that I would have
expected by Grand Valley students and I’ve seen that and I appreciate that. Whenever I’m inter
viewed, without a doubt, the reporter has always reflected accurately on conversation. I have never
had an issue with a reporter in my seven and half years.

What are your hopes for the Lanthorn?
I hope that the Lanthorn will continue to be an agent, that it will continue to be an internship
opportunity for students to reflect the voice of the students, and that they cover the news with good
research and timeliness. I think if the Lanthorn continues to act in the professional manner that I’ve
gotten accustomed to, I see it continuing to be a very valuable part of the university’s ethos.

“We’re taking college living tO the llUtx!”
Campus View provides modern living quarters spe
cifically designed to supply convenient and comfortable
housing for college students at a reasonable cost Our
units are heated and provide an atmosphere conducive to
learning and study. Our location is adjacent to campus
and just 12 miles from downtown Grand Rapids. We offer
8 different floorplans for you to choose from plus flexible
lease options. Our newly renovated recreation center, aka.
"The Off-Kirk", features a fitness area and a full-sized bas
ketball court for those wishing to become the next Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar. Our complex also boasts a resort-style pool
and hot tub.

Mail in for a

FREE BROCHURE!

Please send me a FREE official full-color brochure that lists
all the benefits of living in a Campus View Apartment or
Townhouse.

CAMPUS VIEW
10255 42nd Avenue, Allendale, Ml, 49401
NAME___________ ____________________
ADDRESS.
CITY_____
STATE
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GFSC Grand Prix death....page 3
Religion on campus....page7
Gimmemore wants it....page 9

GFSC-GR commuter train takes the plunge
The future of the GVTA com
muter train system was placed in
jeopardy yesterday when the only
train in the system crashed on its
maiden run between downtown
Grand Rapids and the Grand Val
ley campus. .
The train was being piloted
by "Pops” Venderbusch, a life
long railroad engineer and one
of the only experts on the boiler
system of the Lionel train. The
train had been acquired from a
U.P. mining firm in exchange
for a commitment from GVFC
President
Abhorrent
Lobioly
that he would do all in his power
to lobby for "the equal rights of
mining companies to make a fast
buck, regardless of the conse
quences".
"My dad was real pleased
with the deal made by Mr. Lob
ioly, and then this had to happen,"
said GVTA Director of Operations
Gary Crack.
Crack was visibly shaken by
the death of . "Pops" Vanerbusch
"He was a darn good engineer
and a close personal friend," re
called Crack.
"Besides," he la
mented shaking his empty gum ball
bank"the old fart owed me twenty
bucks."

mm

The crash was witnessed by Bored of Control members and Pres. Lobioly (lower left) who were riding to hounds at the time of the mishap. The Lantoon's attempt to obtain a statement from the President was met by a volley of rifle fire.

Crack explained, "fortunately
no students were involved due to
the fact that the program was just
starting to catch on, and there were
no passengers."
"However,"
he
continued
"there was one TJC apprentice

mime aboard who was doing an im
personation of an over-stuffed chair
in the first class section. * He is
officially
listed as missing and
will be given an incomplete for
his mime special study.
Crack's explanation for the

crash of the late-model Lionel
was that "apparently we must have
put too many of those smoke pel
lets in it."
'That mother was really haul
ing ass when it went airborne," he
chuckled.

Lobioly orders offensive naval assault on the MSU campus
by A. Toynbuzzed
The great and very smart Pres
ident fellow of the Grand Valley
State Colleges, Mr. Abhorrent D.
Lobioly, MA (Phebd), announced
today a Major Reorganization at
GVSC, the fifteenth in as many
days.
This time, said the President
fellow, looking very smart in his
jewelled turban and smoking jacket,
with Cardigan loafers encompassing
his size 15 EEE steamboats, the
haunting melody of Eine kleine
Nachtmusik floating in the back
ground from an original 1835 Victrola-his lovely bride of only 2
weeks, Angelique Pettyjohn, the
former screen actress, reclining
comfortably but visibly impatient,
her upper lip curled in a wonderful
ly arrogant manner; who was to sus
pect that this paragon of virtue, this
colossus of a man, suffered from a
malady so cruel and debilitating
that mere mention of it was to be

avoided at all costs in polite so
ciety—a society that was suffering,
on this warm June evening of 1710,
all of the ills manifested by an in
herently evil economic system—but
I digress.
"Getting
straight
to
the
point," puffed Mr. Lubbers, "we
are adopting what some scoffers
may call a slightly militaristic or
ganization—the old and time-tested
Prussian model of perfection, in
which the College will be formed
into a fighting force worthy of the
finest troops Napoleon can throw
at us."
"As Field Marshal, I shall ap
point 3 General Staff to serve un
der me and give me backrubs. The
staff shall also be responsible for
training our former students into
respectable soldiers capable of obeying orders.
Furthermore, and
this must remain confidential, it i§
my desire to begin the conquest of
the State of Michigan once training
has been completed, the first step
consisting of attacking, dividing.

and conquering the various other
institutions of higher learning in
this state. GVSC will them become
the only university in Michigan—
yes, I mean college! and we can
move onward, then, to the entire
North American cuntinence."
BULLETIN— In a related develop
ment late this afternoon, the GVSC
1st Infantry, described by Field
Marshal Loblolyas "the finest fight
ing force west of the Great Divide"
sustained heavy losses in an unsuc
cessful attack on the Sigma Cer Vix
sorority house at Western Michigan
University.:
The women were forewarned
of the attack by one of their JockSpotting Patrols and greeted the
GVSC forces with a heavy barrage
of underwear.
"They were visous!" sobbed
Lobioly, visibly shaken after the
GVSC forces had withdrawn to re
group. 'They started with the light
artillery, peek-a-boo panties, underalls, and a few garter belts. The

memory caused an involuntary
shudder, but Lobioly continued,
"Then they hit us with the heavy
stuff, not just B and C cups, but
DD and. E cups and underwire
bras. But when they started with
the girdles, I knew that we were
finished Christ, I didn't know any
body still wore those things!"
After a meeting with his
closest advisers, Field Marshal Lob
ioly announced that he has re
vamped his plans and will launch
an armada from the banks of the
Grand River.
Led by the flagship, the Anus,
the fleet's first target will be the
Michigan State University campus.
Lobioly revealed secret plans for
the Anus to push the boat house,
which is already floating toward
Bland Haven, to the MSU campus.
There, on Majic Wednesday, all of
TJC will pop out of the boathouse
and Tai Chi the Spartans into a
stupor. "Only this time," leered
Admiral Lobioly, "we're going to
catch them with their pants down."
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(1) WHAT'S A LANTHORN?
The name of this organization, established in 1963
and published under various names prior to that (Key
stone, Valley View, Lanthorn), is now the Grand Valley
Lanthorn. Lanthorn is two syllables, lant-horn, and is
old English for a particular lantern that was used dur
ing the mid-to-late 16th century. It was constructed of
leather and a single lens made of a slice of ox or steer
horn. It was used for illumination and as a beacon. The
GV Lanthorn motto is: Give light and the people will
find their own way. The digital, Web-based version of
the newspaper is www.lanthorn.com

(2) WHAT ARE THE PURPOSES OF
THE GV LANTHORN?
The purposes of the Grand Valley Lanthorn shall be
to provide information to assist the self-governance of
the University community, to provide an open forum
for the discussion of issues important to that commu
nity; and to serve as a watchdog for student, faculty and
staff rights. In addition, the GV Lanthorn is committed
to educational and business missions. It seeks to publish
as professionally as possible in order to give students a
well-rounded experience that reflects the demands and
responsibilities of professional print and Web-based
newspapers. The business mission includes developing
sources of revenue, drafting and maintaining a forwardthinking budget, tracking and accounting for all reve
nues and expenses, and making an annual contribution
to the Grand Valley Lanthorn Scholarships.

(3) ISN'T THE GV LANTHORN AN IN
STRUMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY?
No. It is a student-run newspaper formally estab
lished in the university’s administrative manual. As
published in each edition, under direction from the of
fice of University Counsel: “The content, information
and views expressed are not approved by nor necessarily
represent those of the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.”
■ *
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(4) WHO IS ACCOUNTABLE FOR ALL
GV LANTHORN CONTENT?

(8) IS STAFF PAID AT
THE GV LANTHORN?

The Editor in Chief. The Lanthorn is a student-run organi
zation with the editor in chief the final authority in all depart
ments: editorial, business and advertising. The faculty advisor
gives direction but does not direct (that would be illegal).

All positions are paid, including internships. Pay
ranges from a minimum $7.40 per hour to a $210 per
week stipend.
More than 100 students from across campus (from
all majors) will earn money this year at the Lanthorn.
Payroll, which is 100 percent funded through adver
tising sales, is projected at $118,000 for this fiscal year.

(5) HOW IS THE GV LANTHORN
FUNDED?
Funds are appropriated via the Student Life Fund and ad
ministered though Student Senate. Last year’s $49,000 allocation
represents about 24 percent of operating budget. The allocation
can only be spent for off-campus printing and website-related
contractual services, which total more than $55,000.
Advertising sales: $155,000 projected for this fiscal
year. This represents about 76 percent of operating bud
get of about $204,000.

(6) DOES THE GV LANTHORN RE
CEIVE ANY DIRECT UNIVERSITY
GENERAL FUND MONEY?
No. But it does receive indirect support though pur
chasing, accounting and facilities services. The faculty
advisor receives release time/stipend.

(7) IF SCHOOL OFFICIALS OR
STUDENT GOVERNMENT FUNDS A
STUDENT PUBLICATION, CAN'T
THEY CENSOR IT LIKE ANY OTHER
PUBLISHER OR OWNER COULD?
Not at a public school or college. The courts have ruled
that if a school creates a student news or information me
dium and allows students to serve as editors, the First
Amendment drastically limits the school’s ability to censor.
Among the censoring actions the courts have prohibited are
confiscating copies of publications, requiring prior review, re
moving objectionable material, limiting circulation, suspend
ing editors and withdrawing or reducing financial support.

(9) WHAT ABOUT COMPUTERS,
CAMERAS, CREDIT CARD AND
FAX MACHINES, PRINTERS AND
ALL OTHER OFFICE SUPPLIES?
The Lanthorn buys its own supplies through ad
vertising sales. However, it has received some capital
outlay dollars from Student Senate for newsstands and
specialty software.

(10) HOW DOES THE GV
LANTHORN COMPETE WITH
OTHER COLLEGIATE STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS?
The Lanthorn’s overall and individual staff efforts
are regularly reviewed and judged by professional
journalists and journalism organizations.
The Lanthorn is the only Michigan student news
paper to win General Excellence in two different di
visions (I and II) of the Michigan Collegiate Press
annual contest sponsored by the Michigan Press As
sociation. It competes in Division I (publishes more
than weekly) with MSU, CMU, Eastern, Michigan
and others. It also has won General Excellence in Di
vision II (published weekly). This year, it again won
General Excellence in Division I.
For perspective, in the past 10 years, the GV Lan
thorn has won nearly 160 state, regional and national
awards.

>
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Grand Valley State University congratulates the Lanthorn on its
contribution to 50 years of campus newspaper reporting. The
Lanthorn and its predecessor newspapers have helped connect
generations of students, faculty, and staff. The commitment of
current and past student newspaper staff members and advisors
is greatly appreciated, and we celebrate today’s Lanthorn as a
valued source of campus information and insight.
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“Give light and the
people will find there
own way ”

What’s a Lanthorn?
Win $100.00 cold cash!
Details next week.
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Art Complex opens this week

INSIDE

Brooks
Arts 4 Entertainment EdSor

GVSU Students Dig Into
History

,

Archeology students gain field
school experience.
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The Power of the Media
Media responsibilities need to
be shared.
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Playfair Welcomes
Freshman

Page 6
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“Any display." she said, “will be 2-D
and 3-D student works."

Bookstore solves woes
left by UPS strike

Campus unity and school
spirit encouraged at GVSU.

3

rt students were welcomed back
to campus this week by the open
ing of the new Art Complex on
the south-east side of campus.
“Students walk in and their mouths
fall open." said Beverly Selcy. acting
chair for the Art A Design department.
“They’re thrilled. In fact it's hard to go
home at night because it is so neat to be
i-----♦»
nere.
“I have heard good things from stu
dents, parents, and the community." she
said.
The complex, which began with
plans in February of 1996, combined
and added on to the existing Art Centers
1 and II and Ceramics buildings, creat
ing 14 new teaching spaces/studios.
plus offices and gallery space for stu
dent displays, according to James
Moyer, University Architect.
“This is the first time the whole

department has been in one place." said
David McGee, acting Dean lor Am and
Humanities. “Without this addition, we
probably would have had to tern stu
dents away this year We haven’t had to
do that yet."
Setey said that enrollment in tee art
department has risen since last year.
Last year, she said, there were 40 new
majors. This year these are 123 new
students, with room for more.
There will be an opening ceremony
for the new complex next semester, but
the building was opened for timers this
week.
“We’re lucky to have classes." said
Setey. “Everything is still in a link dis
array."
McGee said dungs are “shaping apt"
Once everything is seated down.
* Setey said that there will be displays of
student works at all times in the build

David Yonkmam
To be in, or not to be In
the Shakespeare Festival,
That Is the Question
Grand Vaday’s ttarcMng Band was busy preparing In Band Camp lor'

There is still time to enter
competition.
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Campus Life Night |

Terry Smith to Rule the

Students meet to promote school unity
vide a service to the Grand Valley com
munity and to become a second fami
ly for incoming freshmen."
Campus leadership was on the agen
t was “Mission Community" this
past Sunday night in GVSU’s field- da of many of the groups present at
AST, Diane
house as students from different Campus Life Night.
majors, geographies, classes, and orgaWrightman said this event was “a way
nizations banded together to promote for freshman to get their foot in the door
for leadership and to take a step forward
school unity and togetherness.
As a part of Grand Valley’s First in getting themselves involved."
According to Campus Life coordi
Night theme. Campus Life Night
kicked off two weeks of food, bands, nator Dani Hiar, this past Campus Life
Night was the most impressive to (hue
and fun.
In a smoky barbecue haze, students with an estimated 2700 students in
formed long lines to eat and pre-party in attendance.
So many students were interested in
the fieldhouse parking lot.
A crowd quickly formed to groove getting involved that student organiza
to music from Grease and Saturday tions were running to find copy
Night Fever while they waited for the machines so they could print out more
sign-up sheets arid applications to join
doors to open.
Campus Life Night exhibited 116 of their clubs.
Essentially Campus Life Night is a
138 student organizations and campus
departments at GVSU. Representatives time for students to decide how they
from the Black Student Union. His will spend that seventy percent of time
House, Volunteer GVSU! and RHA they are outside of the classroom.
RHA President Tom McGough saw
were among those groups highlighted.
Campus Life Night is a big recruit the night as "an excellent way for the
ing time for studeat organizations. energy on campus to form.
A mass of students gathered around
These groups have a two-hour block of
time to sell students on getting involved the Cook-Carillon Ibwat^iutging the
Grand Valley fight song and alma mater
with their club or organization.
Reshall Williams, Assistant with help from the marching band,
Director of Student Life sees Campus cheerleaders, and the choir.
As the GVSU clock tower reads,
Life Night as a way to “help students
“People who make music together can
find their niche in the university."
Alpha Sigma Phi member Bryan not be enemies at least while the music
Proctor said his fraternity came to "pro lasts."

by Dauvan Mulalty
New GVSU Basketball Coach
heads ‘97 season.
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lishers out there." said Nickels.
Another problem occurred when
faculty waited to place orders until the
ost problems stemming from strike happened in August.
Not all problems can be attributed to
the United Parcel Service
strike are solved for University the UPS strike, said Nickels.
Sometimes publishers run out of books.
Bookstore and Brian’s Books, although
There are ways students can avoid
students can expect significant delays
delays in gening their books.
when ordering certain books.
Nickels encouraged students to
Jerrod Nickels, manager of UBS.
said the store is well-stocked with check out books early. He said for stu
books for the fall semester. But for iso dents to buy books they’re certain they
lated incidents people can expect prob will need. Hold off on the optional, rec
ommended titles.
lems.
“The problem will be the reorders

News EdSor

M

system," said Nickels.
Any business who ships UPS,
including UBS, held onto orders so
shipping has backlogged.
“People are going to start shipping
large amounts UPS now and they are
going to get inundated." said Nickels.
“We can expect some delays, especially
reorders. And since the strike was
resolved, those problems won’t be near
ly what they would have been if it had
n’t been resolved. They would have
been significant"
UPS accounts for 10-20 percent of
all books shipped to the University
Bookstore and Brian's Books.
The strike wasn’t an enormous set
back for Grand Valley’s local book
stores because they normally order
more than 200 lbs. of books at a time.
Shipments of 200 lbs. or more are
sent as freight, which are delivered by
truck.
“We ask for orders from faculty in
April and we start to pool those orders
to publishers so we can have them
shipped at one time," said Jerrod
Nickels, manager of UBS.
Brian Page, owner of Brian’s Books,
said he tried to overcome the delay by
ordering the bulk of his stock early.
“Everything’s in for the most part."
Problems occurred when the store
ordered one book from a small publish
er who only ships UPS.
‘There are hundreds of small pub

UBS sends books hack to the pub
lisher about October 15. They encour
age students not to wait until threequarters of the way into the semester to
buy a book because they dear the
shelves mid-semester in preparation for
the second semester.
Nickels said it’s a fairly involved
process to return extra stock and get the
shelves set up for second semester
“If we run out of books, let us
know," said Nickels. “Don’t assume
books will automatically be reordered
See UPS Poge2

Lakers ready for kickoff against St.Francis
rab your bleacher cushions and son games
“My biggest challenge is keeping the
blankets, the Lakers Football
season opens soon. Their first Lakers on lop. Everyone’s looking to
knock
game is against St. Francis September
6 us off,” said Kelly.
Kelly is rated seventh in the Top 10
in Juliet, III. Lakere first home game is
on September 13 againft Ashland at Winningest Active NCAA Division II
Coaches, which is based on overall win
1:00 p.m. at Lubbers Stadium.
"I love to play at home." said Head ning percentage. Starting his seventh
Coach Brian Kelly. “Last year we aver season with the Lakers, Kelly said the
aged 4,000 fans a game— their support team needs to work harder and play
smarter than everyone else to maintain
really makes a difference for us."
Over the past six seasons, the Lakers what they have built up.
"We have several players coming
have won more than 75 percent of their
home games. Unfortunately, they will back with lots of game experience,
play an equal number of five away and which gives us an important advan
home games this season The Lakers tage,” Kelly said
The Lakers have 16 starters and
will be traveling to California to play
seven receivers returning this season
Davis on November 8.
Following a strong season finish in with a new but solid offense. Kelly said
‘96, winning eight of their last nine having experienced kids in key posi
games, the Lakers are determined to tions ads consistency and continuity to
turn the tables on St. Francis who upset the team.
“I really like the group of kids we've
them last season.
With an overall record of 76-22-2, got this year. They play with extraordi
the ^Lakers rank the aecond-winningeut nary passioo." said Kelly, "You’ll be
football team in Michigan, having won able to sec that in our games. They've
76 percent of their last 100 regular sea got what it takes to come up with big
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plays when we need them."
The 1997 MIFC pre-season coaches
poll held at The Meadows on media day
predicts Ferris and GVSU to finish 1-5
again this year.
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Vietnam War

The Keystone began
Nov. 22,1963, and
issued its final edition
on Jan. 21,1966.

A single-edition pub
lication, The Sampler,
was published in
1966. It was succeed
ed by another tab
loid-sized newspaper,
The Valley View, on
Oct. 28,1966, and it
was published until
June 6, 1968.

The Lanthorn began October 1968. It was a
tabloi^n^wasj>ublishe^weekl^^^^^^

Woodstock

Roe v Wade

of the

Iranian
Hostag^Cnsis^

lanthorn

Berlin
Wall falls

The digital edition,
www.lanthorn.com,
was established fall
1995, and it was the
first online edition of
a weekly Michigan
collegiate newspaper.

The Lanthorn grew
from tabloid to a
modern broadsheet
size on Aug. 28,
1997. It averaged 20
to 24 pages.

The name changed to Grand
Valley Lanthorn with the
Jan. 13, 2000, edition.
GVL established the Grand Valley Lanthorn
Scholarship Awards in 2004. They were initially
self-funded through a diversion of advertising
revenue earmarked for staff payroll. They are now
endowed funds at Grand Valley and distributed as
annual financial awards to high-achieving staff.

Facebook

In 2009, GVL became the only Michigan collegiate
newspaper to have won the General Excellence
category in two divisions (weekly and more the
weekly publication) of the annual Better Newspa
per Contest sponsored by the Michigan Press
Association. It still holds that distinction.

Great
Recession

In the fall of 2013, Lawrence Beery, an associate
professor in the School of Communications,
received the Noel Ross Strader Memorial
Award by the national College Media Associa
tion. The award for outstanding achievement
was given, in part, to recognize his major con
tribution to the physical progress of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn. Beery has been faculty adviser
since fall 1991.

Revisit A Memo™
n I*anthorn.com
You can browse oast /cc/m

Just dick on the
Print Edition
or go to
ls5uucon>/grandi/alleylanthorn

[ntftorn
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option,

With the Aug. 29,2005,
edition, GVL expanded
to a twice-weekly news
paper, circulating on
campuses at Allendale
and Grand Rapids.

During the summer of
2012, free mobile apps
for GVL became avail
able for iPhone and
Android. Readers could
then have access to
unique campus news
coverage via print,
online and mobile.

